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Abstract
As a crowd-sourcing solution, the third-party application platform has made significant contribution to the construction and development of the mobile service ecosystem. New requirements regarding quality of in-car apps and customized user interface design are emerging along with the
blossom of the connected car services. Considered the strengths of different stakeholders in the automotive industry, car companies with years of knowledge and experience accumulation and close
connection with suppliers, Internet companies, hardware suppliers and network operators, shall
become the competitive resource integrator and build their own in-car third-party application platform. The focus of this study is to explore the opportunities and practical methodologies in designing
the in-car third-party application platform.
This study would follow the basic steps of the DRM (Design Research Methodology). Through the
literature reviews on Platform Strategy, existing studies and trends regarding the in-car third-party
application platform design, as well as the structure and data flow of connected car service ecosystem, clear framework and mechanism for the platform are structured. Moreover, the author would
propose a set of design opportunities based on the touchpoints of user ad platform interaction. Following is the Descriptive Study I, the author would emphasis on the practical design principles ad
methodologies on the basis of interaction design theories. In the Prescriptive Study phase, a Hi-fi
prototype for the in-car third-party application platform is designed to implement the proposed
methodologies, also reflecting the uniqueness of the connected car service ecosystem. The Descriptive Study II phase aims to summarize and validate the deliveries of this study by means of expert
interview. Comments and suggestions from design specialists, in-car application developers provide
strong support and valuable complement to the study. Lastly, the research limitations, design suggestions and directions of future work are briefly introduced.
Keywords interaction design, third-party application, connected car service
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I ntroduction

1.1 Research Background
Platform Strategy is widely used in business modeling, enterprise product strategic planning and resource management, especially in the automotive industry, due
to the long development cycle of automotive products and high technical reuse
rate, lots of car factories in local and abroad take platform strategy as the basic
criterion for enterprise development and strength accumulation, and have established a modular development strategy based on the platform [1], greatly reduced
the costs of automotive hardware design, development and production, bringing
competitive advantage for enterprise. In pace with the connected services quietly subverting people’s daily lives bit by little, to meet the needs of users catering,
finance, traveling, entertainment and other aspects[2], car as a new digital field, a
third mobile living space, plays an increasingly important role in the intelligent life.
Consumers’ requirements for vehicle interaction systems have been increased
accordingly, expecting a more friendly and convenient user interface and more
rapid iteration of services. The involvement of third-party application developers,
external instrument providers and Internet companies has greatly challenged the
role of OEMs, smoothly transferring app services from the Internet or mobile internet to cars is an opportunity for all stakeholders. Years ago, the implementation of
platform strategies in Apple’s and Google service ecosystem has empowered the
developers of third-party applications, making mobile internet services grow exponentially. This kind of crowdsourcing design strategy, many leading internet companies and mainstream OEMs have tried, that is, as a service integrator, through
the design and development of the standard framework, to create their own native
platform based on the connected car ecosystem. However, although the third-party application platform has a more mature form on other device carriers, the implementation of platform strategy still lacks systematic yet targeted guidelines and
methodologies in the design of In-Car HMI (human-machine interaction) system.
How to build a user-friendly third-party application platform that adapting to the
characteristics of connected car services from the core of platform strategy is the
research focus in this thesis.
1.2 Recent Studies
1.2.1 Platform Strategy Definition and Implemented Areas
Platform Strategy Definition
Platform strategy refers to the co-ordination and resource synergy in the business
aspect in order to broaden and operate the new market. [3] The business platform
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here includes organizational rules and infrastructure to facilitate user interaction
within the network [4]. In other words, it is an open standard that promotes the
generation and development of third-party applications through built-in management mechanisms[5]. The platform is not only the cornerstone of services and
application building [6], but also plays a role in matching supplier and demand side
[7][8], managing resources within the platform from a overall perspective to maximize value or generate new value.
In traditional industries, the interaction between the supplier side and the demand
side is based on a linear path whereby the supplier converts and adds value to
the input of resources, combining the various components with the subdivision
module to present a complete product. In the platform strategy, this interaction
is required to go through the platform as a medium [9], that is, the platform is
responsible for resources or products integration and classification, then match
the supplier and the demand side according to certain rules. A typical example is
Airbnb, where house owners and tenants need to use the platform to accomplish
house information sharing, date matching, agreements signing, fee payment, experience evaluation etc.
In order to understand the platform strategy more in-depth, we need to distinguish
the concepts of product platform, platform strategy and ecosystem.
With the rapid change of and user demand changes, for many industries, despite
the limited share of each Niche market, if all Niche markets, are added together
[10], the volume of business is larger than the traditional markets; Moreover, the
Niche Market tends to be innovative and more attuned to the needs of target users, would easily to cause disruptive shocks to the market. How to transform from
a large quantity of standardized production into a customized production with
satisfied feature coverage is a difficult problem for many enterprises in reorganizing
their product portfolio. Product platform strategy is one of the solutions to solve
this problem, especially for the fields of high technical resource requirements and
long product development cycle, the most typical one is the automotive industry.
Therefore, the product platform is concerned about the coordination and integration of resources within the enterprise, through modularization, standardization
and other ways to reduce R&D costs, to expand product portfolio for enterprises.
In the product platform, developers can synthesize new services on their own, add
a distinctive “variable part” based on the “invariant part” provided by the platform.
As the platform gets more mature, the proportion of the “invariant part” becomes
richer, and the higher the cost and workload of new product development will also
be reduced [11].
The platform strategy is aimed at the collaborative and innovative operation of resources in the internal and external environment of the enterprise, as shown in the
following figure, at the business model level, the platform strategy focuses on the
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ability to reach more user groups, produce personalized and customized products, and the platform takes into account not only the demand-side consumers,
the supplier side is also integrated into the beneficiary system, and its vision is
to maximize the potential of each individual within the platform through the integration and management of resources. In terms of core resources, products and
services are key competencies in traditional or enterprise-based product platform
models, and the main advantages of platform strategy are the opportunities and
accompanying measures that can provide transparent communication, matching
and self-improvement to supplier and demand parties within the platform, so as to
attract more individuals to join, broaden the scope of platform business, stand out
from other competing platforms. Therefore, platform strategy is a kind of de-centered resource sharing and matching.

Fig.1.1 Comparison of Traditional Models & Platform Models

Ecosystem refers to the platform as the core system, not only includes the
platform itself and the resources within the platform, but also includes the
platform’s investors, sponsors, competitors and other roles. These roles do not
need to rely on the services within the platform, let alone follow the rules in the
platform, but together with the platform to build the overall consumption and
development environment. In order to study the implementation principles and
methods of platform strategy, we must take ecosystem research as the basis, in
this study, this ecosystem refers to the connected car service ecosystem.
Platform Strategy Implemented Areas
Kristjansson A H, Hans-Petter H. [12] compared the differences between product
development with & without the support by platform strategy, as shown in
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Figure 1.2 a), along with the increase of features and complexity of the product,
the development cost without platform will gradually rise, meanwhile user’s
demand curve shows a downward trend after reaching a certain saturation,
prices would decline since the product is becoming mature. Nevertheless the
implementation platform strategy would involve as much reusable resources as
possible, the development costs and product prices do not surge due to product
diversification, but would decline and stay steady, while target user groups will also
be subdivided, and demand curve stabilizes after rapid growth.

Fig.1.2 Influence of Platform Strategy for Product Development

Moreno Muffatto[13] discusses the impact of platform strategy on existing product
portfolio and new product development, which has a certain enlightening effect for
platform designers who are responsible for the overall planning. Platform strategy
would influence the relationships between products within the platform, new
product R&D process, enterprise’s organizational structure, and for sure greater
impact on traditional suppliers. Moreover designers should also consider how to
maintain the advantages compared with other platforms.
For platform operators, the main purpose for implementing platform strategy is
to remain competitive by creating a steady stream of new products and business
value. [14] Gonçalves V, Walravens N, Ballon P. [15] probes into the differences
in third-party platform structure, operation methods and core competitiveness
if led by different stakeholders in the mobile internet ecosystem context, then
analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of each type, eventually proposes
requirements for different participants in the platform. Regarding diverse
industries, Kristjansson A H, Hans-Petter H. [12] states four factors that should be
considered when implementing platform strategy, including: competition strategy,
industry status, market status and the core advantages of platform operators.
There are also existing methodologies that can be referred in product
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Platform Strategy, e.g. the modular product development. Three levels of
standardizations are defined, first one is the standardization of components,
then the standardization of internal and external module interfaces, lastly the
standardization of assembling process[16]. For third-party application platforms, all
the resources corresponding to these three levels will also play a vital role in driving
the platform forward.
Martin Sköld and Christer Karlsson[17] divided the management challenges
brought by the platform’s strategy into three types, technology, branding,
and organization architecture. Parker G, Van Alstyne M. [18] stressed that the
implementation process of the platform strategy can be concluded into three
stages, implementation, management and competition. In the implementation
phase, it’s essential to attract more resources and users through practical
benefits provided, possible solutions include starting with the small-scale market,
or attaching to some existing platform. The management focuses on defining
rules for resources joining, interactive matching and contradictions resolving,
in order to limit the platform openness degree, standardize the suppler and
demander matching process and determine duties and responsibilities. Lastly, the
competition may exist between platform and platform, platform and supplier, or
similar resources within the platform, all of which need to be planned in advance
from a global perspective.
Evaluating the success of platform strategy implementation is not only based on
whether the expected goal has been achieved, but also includes the impact on
consumer consumption behavior, the reuse rate of technical resources, the impact
on product innovation and so on. Robertson D, Ulrich K. [19] divide the resources
within the platform into platform components, processes, knowledge database,
professionals, and networks.
1.2.2 Third-party Application Platform Design Research and Trends
Definition of Third-party Application Platform
Third-party application platform is a typical digital resource distribution platform,
the components in the platform are applications that have different functions
(complementary to the system native apps), the demand side are the end users in
different target groups, while the supplier side is the third party developers all over
the world. In general, an application platform is designed for a specific operating
system (such as iOS, MacOS, Windows, or Android, etc.) and a appointed device
(Web, desktop, mobile, etc.), hence the cross-platform applications will have
different forms in each application platform.[20] Considered the convenience of
users when searching and using cross-platform applications, brand consistency,
platform adaptation, and data synchronization are required.
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The current third-party application platforms are commonly in the form of online
stores, for demand-side users, the basic experience journey is: browse app
information by categories, read detail information for specific application (such
as stars and reviews), download and install after paying the fee or just for free.
For the supply side, access to the key resources and more user is the core,
while diversified development support is considered as subsidiary convenience.
The platform always set strict regulations for developers to follow, both design
and development need to meet the platform’s requirements. When finished
polishing the product, developers need to submit all materials for auditing and
wait till approved for shelf. It should be noted that money they received from paid
download, requires commission in certain percentage.
Trends of Third-party Application Platform
With the rapid development of Web applications based on HTML5 technology
and the invasion of Internet giants in connected services, the variety of third-party
application platforms is increasing rapidly. Based on the existing platform form
and resources, Internet companies have started to launch application platforms
for multiple customer groups (e.g.mobile advertising, mobile payment, social
communications, etc.) and aim to become aggregators for the apps, providing
a unified submission and auditing business for multiple app stores in different
markets. No doubt that an open platform is the inevitable result of connected
services, enabling merchants, advertisers, developers and consumers to takes
whatever benefit they need.
In current stage, Internet giants such as Facebook, Amazon, Baidu, Tencent and
Alibaba, with their own advantages in traditional Internet application services,
such as capital, technology and users, actively cooperate with end manufacturers
to achieve deep coupling for services and devices. Since the advantages and
core competitiveness of these participants are different, to a certain extent, it
somehow guides the market towards a more mature and subdivided direction,
and constantly expands the scope of the application platform, breaks the original
business pattern.
Design Research of Third-party Application Platform
Li Chenglin [21] divided the behavior of users when browsing the third-party
application platform into two ways, one is perceptual cognitive experience, and
another is self-proposition search. Perceptual cognitive experience refers to the
process that the user does not have clear purpose but randomly interacts with
the product, and the user’s various sensory and psychological experiences reflect
the ease of use and satisfaction of the product. The self-proposed proposition
search is the behavior that the user searches with a clear goal, the degree the user
completes the task and the time it takes show the functionality and usability of the
service.
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Kim J, Park Y, Kim C, et al. [22] aims to study the relationship between the
applications in the third-party application platform, and through data mining
and analysis of the descriptive text information for each app, the platform level
network based on the application type and the application-level network based
on the service content are established. By comparing the properties of the same
application in two networks, a more systematic application classification method is
concluded, which provides enlightenment for third-party application designers.
Pagano D, Maalej W. [23] focused on user evaluation in third-party application
platforms. Most user reviews are uploaded shortly after the app was released,
covering the user experience, system error reporting, and expected features,
quality and value of comments vary, from innovative ideas to offensive speech.
Finkelstein A, Harman M, Jia Y, et al. [24] took the detail information of applications
shown to users in the BlackBerry third-party store as the research material,
focused on the interaction between users and developers within the platform.
The study found that user evaluation and scoring (qualitative and quantitative)
were closely related to the amount of downloads, and that there was a weak
link between the price of the application and the distinguished features of the
application design, moreover the higher the price is, the corresponding comments
and feedbacks would rise since the user’s expectations have increased.
Some scholars hold the perspective that the driving force of the third-party
application platform is the development resources provided by the platform, the
second is the strength of the third-party application developers. Ghazawneh A,
Henfridsson O. [25] proposed a theoretical model to balance the relationship
between the two. After practical verification, four measures to ensure platform
content quality are summarized: platform resource creation, quality assurance of
development standard, diversified resource synergy and dominate control.
Case Studies of Third-party Application Platform
In this section, the author will analyze the representatives third-party application
platform on other devices, and discuss the values for the design of the thirdparty application platform from several aspects, operating mode, architecture and
interaction design.
(1) Apple App Store
Apple’s App Store can be taken as a model of a third-party application platform,
whether it’s support for developers, content creation, user experience, or profit
patterns. However, when the first iPhone was launched in 2007, the mobile
device did not support any third-party software, because Jobs believed that Webbased applications could basically meet all needs from users, but with the impact
brought by third-party application platforms represented by Cydia, in 2008 When
iOS2.0 was released, Apple officially launched the App Store, which allows third-
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party apps to be developed and distributed, allowing users to download programs
using the mobile App Store app, or using the desktop iTunes to select programs
then install. In 2013, the platform has 800,000 applications and downloads of
more than 40 billion, making it a vital profit source for Apple. Starting in 2016, the
platform announced that it would take steps to remove applications that were old
or of lower quality. In iOS 11, Apple has made a massive revamp of the App Store,
changed from the original management tool to a content display stage.
As shown in the figure below:

Fig.1.3 iOS 11Apple App Store Information Architecture

The new Apple App Store has 5 functional modules, Today, Games and App
modules are for information, editors push contents according to the date,
download volume, categories and topics, re-organization the most popular
application display, so that users can have fresh content to read every time they
opened the app. Search reserves a shortcut entry for a user’s self-proposed
proposition search, while the Updates section is more about managing
downloaded apps, like updating or downloading them again.
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The new Apple App Store has 5 functional modules, Today, Games and App
modules are for information, editors push contents according to the date,
download volume, categories and topics, re-organization the most popular
application display, so that users can have fresh content to read every time they
opened the app. Search reserves a shortcut entry for a user’s self-proposed
proposition search, while the Updates section is more about managing
downloaded apps, like updating or downloading them again.

Fig.1.4 iOS 11 Apple App Store App Detail Information Architecture

On the App Detail page, for each individual app, the information is presented to
the user by priority. First is an overview of app information, such as icons, app
names, developers, new features, video and screenshots that occupy the core
interface position, which can quickly attract users ‘ attention, and information such
as more specific feature descriptions, user reviews, and other similar applications
are put downwards. Apple application platform placed multiple action buttons to
guide the user’s active download behavior.
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Fig.1.5 Apple Developer Supporting System

In addition, a well-equipped supporting system is built for Apple’s developers.
The developers plan aims to create a community both online and offline for
developers in the platform, from developer education, application design &
development, application distribution, to cross-device or cross-regional expansion
have corresponding supported tools and resources. In addition, the platform pays
attention to special group users, such as accessibility input methods for people
with disabilities, as well as special service fields, e.g children’s education.
(2) WeChat Mini Program Platform
WeChat mini program refers to simplified application based on WeChat platform,
main features include no need to download, multiple entrance for service and no
need to uninstall. From the user’s point of view, the mini program is easy to spread
with the help of WeChat’s social network, the use of the threshold is very low, the
function is lighter, and no need to uninstall after using. From the developer’s point
of view, since the WeChat mini programs use modular development strategy,
the development cost is very low, and the iterative efficiency will be increased
accordingly. Currently strict limits are set on the size of the program file, so in most
cases mini-programs only contain a few key features to meet the user’s temporary
or low frequency requirements, especially for scenarios that are closely related to
social networks or involve offline services.
Although when first launched, mini programs set off a boom, are considered to be
the leading form of mobile internet in the future, and representing the development
trend of services, however the current mini-programs’ service capacity and active
user amount are still very limited. Due to the fact that its entrance is placed in
lower priority, users’ habits haven’t been formed yet, secondly the experience of
native applications could be more customized, moreover the content could be
more vivid. As a result, even through the WeChat program has spilt part of users
for mobile services, it won’t replace the role of the third-party application platform.
(3) Google Play
As another Internet giant in Silicon Valley, Google’s app market is not as isolated
as Apple’s ecosystem, on the one hand making lower entry threshold for
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developers, achieving a higher level of application richness within the platform, on
the other hand, Android app market environment becomes complicated, making
it difficult to ensure high-quality services and meet users’ expectations. Google’s
Android app market also has several prominent design highlights: Google allows
third-party developers to open up beta version to end users, and developers
can pre-sell their apps, or provide updated services only to pilot users, then
continuously optimize the product during the iteration process. For users, they can
book the app they want to download in advance, and once it’s released, the new
app can be installed instantly. Some telecom operators offer users options to pay
app download fees, then the cost of the app is accounted in the monthly telecom
fees instead of through credit card or cash. Within 48 hours of the app download,
the full amount can be refunded if the user is not satisfied with the app. For the
high-quality Android app certified by Google, the platform will label it as “Android
Wear”.
Google’s support for developers is more subdivided than Apple’s, which can
be roughly categorized as online articles and offline activities. As shown in the
figure below, Google has set up specific columns to publish the latest design
and technical information in major media platforms. And the developer program
includes projects for women developers, start-ups, programming marathons, and
the development tools and Google’s core technology support has covered the
entire lifecycle of application from generation to release.

Fig.1.6 Google Developer Supporting System

(4) Amazon App Store
The Amazon app platform was launched as an Android app market for its tablets,
but many of its innovative features are followed by many application platforms.
“Daily Limited time free app” is one of them, every day there would be a free thirdparty app, commonly in game category. Another interesting feature is “app trial,”
where users can use a half-hour copy of the Web version of the Android app in
their Web browser, which was released in 2015 and had been removed already,
reason is that most apps don’t support this feature, and moreover, the popular
“download first and pay later” business model quickly influenced users’ cognition
and using habits. It is worth mentioning that Amazon also launched the “Amazon
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Coin” in 2013, which is used only for payment activities in the Amazon platform.
1.2.3 In-car Human Machine Interaction Design Research and Trends
In-car HMI Definition and Design Context
In a literal aspect, the in-car HMI means Human Machine Interaction, that is, the
interaction between the user and the machine, unlike the HCI (Human Computer
Interaction) in the traditional interactive discipline, the car acts as the other end
of the interaction, more emphasize on its functionality and human manipulation.
With the development of artificial intelligence technology, in the in-car humanmachine interaction field HRI has also been produced. A car with the capability of
machine learning and intelligent sensing, can be taken as ‘robot ’ by researchers,
which verifies that from the beginning, the car and people have an inseparable
connection.
Car as a moving space, serves as the carrier of users’ mobility, so HMI is by no
means limited to the physical screens, but also includes processes drivers have
to complete under the driving task, e.g. interior hardware control, information
acquisition, interaction with other passengers in the car, entities outside the car,
the driving environment and other vehicles, etc. In recent years, more and more
infotainment systems have attempted to involve passengers as well, for instance
the central control screen for both drivers and passengers, and the rear-seat
entertainment systems.
Therefore, the working scope of the car HMI includes displays inside and outside
the vehicle (instrument cluster, head-up display, center control screen, rear-seat
entertainment screen, in-car handheld device, digital rearview mirror, car external
display, etc.), hardwares for both driver and passenger control (steering wheel
button, center control knob, physical keys, touchpad, etc.), the interior design that
affects the driving experience (seat layout, audio tuning, skylights, etc.). These
multi-dimensional elements require a higher demand for in-car interaction design,
whether in the early design exploration stage, or in later’s design evaluation stage,
designers should jump out of the screen border, take interior and exterior design,
space hardware and so on into account from the system point of view.
Representative HMI System Design Cases
The author will analyze several typical design cases of human-machine interaction
system in mass-produced vehicles, from the prominent features of its interaction,
information architecture, visual style, brand characteristics and other aspects of indepth analysis:
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(1) Audi A8, Pioneer of UI Design Trend

Fig.1.7 Audi A8(2017)Car HMI(Human Machine Interaction) System

As mainstream of first-class car companies, ABB (Audi, BMW, Benz) has always
adhered to non-touch screens equipped with knob, touchpad or physical key
control for driving safety concerns. Audi has always been a pioneer in innovation
that blends new technologies perfectly into the driving experience, giving solutions
that are often eye-catching and possibility for production. In the A8 humanmachine Interaction system released at the IAA Geneva Motor show in 2017, Audi
abandoned the mini button and multiple knobs, and for the first time adopted
a dual touch screen that enhanced ‘tactile feedback’, which gives ‘clatter’
sound feedback when used by users. This not only improves the precision and
experience of blind operation, but also adds texture and refinement factors to
the entire interactive system. The entire central control system consists of two
screens, the upper screen is the main function operation and information display
area, the lower screen is concerned with interior hardware control, such as air
conditioning, ventilation mode and seat mode. The layout of the interface is very
clear, the interaction structure is flat, in the main interface of the upper screen,
different functional modules are displayed in matrix, also defines display priority
through the element location and sizes. The lower screen clearly distinguishes the
controlling areas through two prominent seat icons, in line with people’s cognitive
and operational habits. Visual style is semi-flat, with the integration of physical
pictures and simplified UI elements, coupled with a pure black background,
making the experience more immersive.
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(2) Land Rover, Perfect Match of Hard Key & Touch Screen Operation

Fig.1.8 Land Rover(2017) Car HMI(Human Machine Interaction) System

The brand impression of the Range Rover to consumers is strong performance
and off-road experience, who has not been prominent in interaction design
aspect, but its new human-machine interaction system, ‘Touch Pro Duo’, has
totally changed the bias. Land Rover uses a dual-touch screen to meet the
diverse customization needs of its users. The10 inch screen on top is closer to the
windshield and would be easily affected by the lightning, users can freely adjust
the angle, and contents on the screen focuses on traditional infotainment related
features such as navigation, multimedia, etc. The physical air conditioner knob
is superimposed on the screen below, showing the temperature in the central
hollowed area of the knob, which not only makes the operation more convenient,
also enhanced the interactive experience. The system’s HUD is contains more
than navigation related information, also the real-time display of the car state. A
trackpad is added to the steering wheel, highlights the technical feeling of the
Velar series.
(3) Tesla Model 3 - - Integrated Infotainment System for Autonomous Driving
As a car type aiming for quantity of Tesla, Model 3 is simplified in both car shape
design and interior design, all the interaction is fully integrated into a 15-inch
horizontal touch screen. Tesla still keep similar layout and interaction logic as on
the phone, status bar on top, the lower area is air conditioning and seat control
follows the model S and model X vertical screen, and app’s shortcuts are
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moved to the bottom right. The screen’s left area takes on the tole of traditional
dashboard, displaying information such as driving-related information such as
speed, gear mode, light control , and energy power. The right area background is
the navigation map, all other launched apps will be stacked on the map as floating
windows. In terms of visual style, this user interface is flat and high-tech, however
difficult to use from ergonomic perspective, which reflects Tesla’s determination in
semi-autonomous driving.

Fig.1.9 Tesla Model 3 HMI(Human Machine Interaction) System

(4) Other outstanding car HMI design cases

Fig.1.10 LUI AR In-Car Virtual Reality Interaction System
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The LUI AR Automotive Virtual interaction System (Luxoft), which won the 2017
Automotive Interaction Interface Award, aims to create an emotional, self-driving
car human-computer experience using augmented reality technology. The
system focuses on building trust between the driver and the vehicle, and the data
detected by car-equipped sensors, driving-related data, routes planned and road
conditions will be presented to the user in a very intuitive visual form with the
advantage of augmented reality technology.

Fig.1.11 Byton Car HMI(Human Machine Interaction) System

Byron shows its 50-inch central control screen for the first time on CES(Consumer
Electronic Show) 2018, this size of the infotainment screen meets the user’s
massive information acquisition, entertainment and other multidimensional needs
to the greatest extent. But many professionals have concern on its impact on
driving safety, besides the visual distractions for drivers during driving, the screen’s
material is likely to cause second injuries to both drivers and passengers in case of
accidents. Created by two former BMW i series designers, the innovation is truly
bold, managed to lead the trend of large size one-line display.
Car HMI Design Requirements & Trends
This section describes the characteristics of the in-car HMI platform from the
perspective of product development, as well as the requirements for design in
order to meet the user needs arising from the uniqueness.
(1) Longer development cycle requires advanced product planning
In-car interactive products usually have a long development cycle, since products
have to go through very precise testing and verification process before real
production, so development work starts 2-3 years ahead. Considered the high
cost of development and the long iteration cycle of the product, every design
detail requires careful definition and decision.
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(2) Function first, requirements for performance stability
The primary task of the car is to deliver users to the destination safely and
efficiently, so ensuring driving safety is the basic principle of decision making in
the design process. A wide variety and unpredictable driving environment requires
the in-car products to meet the most basic functional needs, so the stability of
product performance is particularly critical. (For example, considering changes in
theLCD screen refresh frequency in extremely cold environments, and ensuring
positioning and route planning even if the GPS signal is weak).
(3) Safety first, requirements for distraction reduction
In designing of the in-car interaction interface, basic principle is to avoid the
driver distraction above all else, hence in the non-autonomous driving context,
designers need to balance the control of the driving experience and entertainment
requirements. Unlike the ‘thumb principle’ in mobile interaction design, interactive
elements should be placed more on the left side (close to the driver’s position)
in a driving environment to ensure efficiency and reduce distraction. In addition,
timely feedbacks would help the driver to learn and adapt to the system during the
interaction process, and user muscle memory later to quickly operate.
(4) Adaptive interaction system due to close bond with the external environment
As a bridge between the car and the environment, the sensing system serves
as external input in addition to the user’s active behaviors, and is also known as
“soft interaction” in some studies. For example, based on the lightning, the visual
styles would switch between day and night mode, also the screen brightness
could actively adjust to ensure the comfort of reading. The variety of sensor data
will make the system more proactive, intelligent and efficient, as a result the car
understands the user better, brings more experience pleasure. However, ensuring
data privacy and security is also a hot topic at present.
Connected Service-driven Car HMI System
The core of connected services, compared with traditional services, is the
sync of data, real-time interaction with users and data-based intelligence. Md.
Rashedul Islam1, etc. [26] describes the classification of mobile connected service
applications, including social connection, gaming, multimedia, efficiency, travel,
and utility. Connected services, while covering all aspects of people’s daily lives,
greatly improve the customization aspect of services, and support rapid iteration
pace compared to traditional services. Every stage of its life cycle has the potential
for value creation, Fujitsu divides the value creation cycle of digital connected
car services into: connection of everything, data collection, data analysis, value
creation and product optimization. And because of this, they are easy to spread
and easy to be replaced.
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The factors that influence the impact of service application, in addition to the
function itself, brand, price, security guarantee and other people’s evaluation will
affect the consumer’s reflections of the application quality[27]. Milena Head and
Khaled Hassanein [28] describes the importance of building trust between online
services and users, and points out that increasing close interaction with users at
all stages is the key approach.
Timothy W.Simpson[29] emphasized the critical role of the application platform
in the connected services market, noting that there were two key ways to build
a successful application platform, one was to increase the number of product
modules based on existing platform products, and the other was to focus on the
niche market, refine product categories, and understand the needs of specific user
groups. Leveraging the resources of third-party developers can effectively increase
the diversity of applications in the system, create more customized product
categories, shorten iteration time period, and save costs. Patrcia Dockhorn
Costa, etc. [30] proposed the concept of Context-aware Services platform,
that is, through the platform to support different applications to analyze different
situations, and provide users with more customized services. At present, the
application development field has also begun to rely on artificial intelligence [31] to
enhance product iteration efficiency, meanwhile provide a more diverse range of
personalized service applications.
Gerrit Meixner and Christian Müller elaborated in the book Automotive User
interfaces:creating Interactive experiences in the Car[32] that 80% of the
breakthroughs in automotive companies in recent years are based on innovations
at the automotive electronics or software field, showing the increasing importance
of in-car interaction systems in the automotive industry. The book also defines
the characteristics of the in-car environment compared to other digital platforms:
that is, the interaction is limited by the space and the screen size in the car, the
interface needs to be more usable & adaptable to reduce user’s learning burdens,
especially in the driving situation,
Many studies on the design of in-car human-machine interaction systems have
focused on driving safety. Angelos Amditis, etc. [33] addressed that how to display
information and warnings to drivers in a proper way and at the right time is critical
to solve the distraction problem. Similarly, as a pioneer brand of driving safety,
Volvo has proposed the concept of IDIS(Intelligent Driver Information Systems)
[34], which aims to use IM (Interaction Management) to deal with the increasingly
complex in-car interaction systems. In recent years, the heated topic V2X (vehicleto-everything), meaning the transmission of information between vehicles and
individuals in the surrounding environment, such as the communication between
vehicles and infrastructure (V2I, Vehicle-to-Infrastructure), the communication
between vehicles to vehicles ( V2V, Vehicle-to-vehicle), communication between
vehicle and pedestrian(V2P, Vehicle-to-Pedestrian), between vehicles and
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devices(V2D, Vehicle-to-Device), and between vehicles and grid (V2G, Vehicle-toGrid), its primary driving force is also safety, plus energy saving. The operation of
this whole connected system requires all existing vehicles and facilities to support
the technology, which may still take some time.[35]
Andrew W. Gellatly,etc. [36] proposed the concept of user journey in service
design to analyze the interaction between driver and interaction system in depth.
Guido de Melo, etc. [37] holds similar perspective in designing in-car application,
that is to establish user models and serve as the starting point when transferring
mobile and web-based applications to in-car platform. Hemant Sharma, etc. [38]
discussed the concept of self-organizing interface, meaning in the driving context,
the interface should be adjusted flexibly according to user needs, car status,
function situation and external environment.
1.2.4 In-car Third-party Application Platform Design Research and Trends
For the application platform in driving context, many OEMs, Internet giants and
equipment manufacturers have brought out their own superior advantages in order
to seize connected car service market.
The Open Automotive Alliance, led by a number of leading OEMs and technology
companies in 2015, aims to bring safer, more friendly and seamless digital
connected car service experience to users by opening up part of the vehicle data,
combining current cutting-edge technologies, and promoting the development of
more in-car applications through the platform.
The ConnectedDrive store, launched in 2014 by BMW in Germany, conducted to
promote the connection between drivers, vehicles and the environment, providing
sufficiently customizable and flexible interactive systems to every user. Drivers
can choose and upgrade new services or features that are constantly iterating,
including real-time traffic information, online entertainment, real-time traffic data,
smart homes etc, through their network at home or in the car. The service model
has managed to subvert the previous installation and upgrade process, going
to the 4S store, and achieved instant service delivery. The ConnectedDrive store
is an independent page in the system, whose form is very similar to the mobile
App Store on the phone. Services that are currently available and those that have
already been purchased are shown on the main page. After the user logs in, the
service can be accessed immediately and the subscription time is flexible to select
based on user’s needs. Most notably, BMW’s HMI system doesn’t support Apple’s
CarPlay and Google’s Android Auto for now, but they recently announced that
these services would be included in ConnectedDrive store soon, first year free but
$80 for subscription later.
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Fig.1.12 Porsche In-Car Third-party Application Platform

Posche’s infotainment system (Posche Connect) also provides users with
subscription services like parking lot searching, news, Twitter, weather information
display, train and flight inquiries.
Some equipment manufacturers, such as OpenXC™, get involved in the
connected car ecosystem through sensors connected to the vehicle’s head unit,
and acquire fuel consumption, itinerary and OBD data, then provide developers
with APIs to facilitate the overall quality of service applications on the platform.
INRIX is committed to serve OEMs by providing transportation information and
intelligent technology solutions, focusing on driving assistance and driving safety
assurance.
In addition to working on autonomous driving, Internet giants such as Apple and
Google have finished built in-car application design guidelines and development
quality requirements based on their own mobile ecosystem. Since many users
are accustomed to iOS or Android application interfaces and are unfamiliar with
the car’s operating system, there is a large proportion of users using CarPlay or
Android Auto through their mobile phones in their vehicles. In addition, due to
the current car system security restrictions, the way of directly mirroring mobile
application interfaces make user data transmission and software updates much
more convenient.
Jan Sonnenberg [39] advocated for a Web-based application platform transfer
approach, where the user interface on the car is generated and organized in real
time with HTML5, and is able to share data, synchronize, and communicate with
other smart devices. Sandro Rodriguez Garzon and Mark Poguntke [40] proposed
the concept of context-aware adaptations of the user interfaces, when bring
applications from non-vehicle platforms to car, the user interface will be adapted
according to pre-defined state-based interaction models. It is also an approach
to ensure consistency in both visual and interaction when integrating different
applications. Akihito Iwai [41] and Michael Eichhorn, etc. [42] are all committed to
build in-car platform applications based on SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture),
that is, the connected services on the car are done through the Automotive Cloud
Service System(ACSS).
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1.3 Research Content and Methodology

1.3.1 Research Content
The research object is the implementation principles and approaches of platform
strategy in the context of In-Car HMI, combined with connected car service
ecosystem theories, the design strategy and methods of in-car third-party
application platform for connected services will be discussed.
Among them, the research contents include:
(1) The definition, key entities and core of platform strategy, combined with other
application platform design cases, discuss the starting point of applying this
strategy in the context of in-car HMI;
(2) Analyze the connected services types suitable for in-car platforms, define the
roles, advantages and core resources of various stakeholders in the connected
car service ecosystem, and discuss the basic framework of in-car third-party
application platform from business and design aspects;
(3) From the perspective of the synergy between users, OEMs and third-party
application developers, summarizes the design guidelines and methods for useroriented third-party application platform.
Research key points and difficulties:
(1) The key entities and core definition of the platform strategy;
(2) The framework model of the connected car service ecosystem;
(3) The synergy between the third-party application and native applications in the
system;
(4) The framework, mechanism and driving force of the in-car third-party
application platform;
(5) Collaborative design methods for users, OEMs and third-party application
developers.
(6) The role and characteristics of connected car services in the whole internet
ecosystem;
(7) The third-party application platform form, as well as the brand promotion and
synergy for same type of service applications;
(8) Starting from the user experience, new perspectives and methods for in-car
interaction system to provide connected car service;
(9) From the perspective of the OEM, how to stay competitive in the new era.
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1.3.2 Research Methodology

Fig.1.13 DRM(Design Research Methodology)Framework

The main research method of this study follows the process of design research
methodology (DRM, Design Research Methodology) [43], which can be divided
into Research Clarification, Descriptive Study I, Prescriptive Study and Descriptive
Study II. This research method is a linear step-by-step procedure, suits for the
exploration of existing concept for cross-domain implementation research.
The research clarification part will define the research scope and the main
research object, while the descriptive research I part is the depth analysis and
understanding of the research object, the following prescriptive study is aimed to
summarize practical methodology or concrete solution based on the outputs from
early stage exploration, the final descriptive research II is a process of validation
and iteration, providing support and optimization references for the research
results.
Research clarification: Defining research objectives
This stage the author mainly adopts the literature research method, through the
reading and organizing researches related with platform strategy, in-car humanmachine Interaction system design, third-party application platform design etc,
associated with the current in-car third-party application platform design cases, to
sum up the platform strategy definition, the implementation fields, as well as the
design status and trends of in-car third-party application platform, then clarify the
purpose and contributions of the research.
Descriptive study I: In-depth understanding of research subjects
In this phase the author will analyze the two key research objects, platform
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strategy and in-car third-party application platform in depth, then matches the key
entities and core principles according to the connection between the two, then
deliver the framework and mechanism of the in-car third-party application platform
based on the platform strategy, finally come up with the starting points of design.
Prescriptive Study: proposing solutions
The author aims to propose the basic principles and methods of applying
platform strategies to in-car third-party application platform design. In view of the
starting points summed up in previous stage, combined with the current situation
and developing trends of the industry, the author proposes four aspects of
implementation guidelines, including: facilitate the diversity of applications to meet
multiple user needs, plan user journey with multiple touchpoint & channels, highly
integrated with native in-car HMI system, build a transparent, open & equitable
environment for developers. Lastly, the author managed to design an OEMoriented high-end consumer third-party application platform, in order to practice
and verify the proposed solutions.
Descriptive Study II: Evaluation Solutions
At this stage, based on the high-fidelity prototype of the design concept, the
author reaches out to experts and researchers in the relating field for one-on-one
interviews, according to the subjective score and feedbacks of experts, the author
evaluates the design case and states the limitations of this study, future work
directions and the design suggestions for other in-car human-machine interaction
designers.
1.3.3 Research Framework
As shown in the following figure, this study discusses the design principles and
methods from two aspects: platform strategy and in-car third-party application
platform design, and summarize the theoretical outputs in each stage.
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Fig.1.14 Thesis Research Framework
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II
Background
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B ackground

2.1 Platform Strategy Key Entity and Core Values
2.1.1 Platform Strategy Key Entity Analysis
2.1.1.1 Platform Strategy Development Process
The concept of the platform has been used as a business strategy in recent
years, and it is designed to provide an opportunity for resource sharing and
supplier and demander matching. It emphasizes collaborative value creation,
subverted the previous one-to-one model of providing problem solutions directly
to consumers, and completes the transition from an independent enterprise to a
business ecological landscape [44]. The developing process of the platform itself
is in line with the generation, expansion and development stages of a commercial
ecosystem.
Analyzing each stage of platform development, we can better understand the
essence of platform strategy.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the platform goes through four stages from generation
to maturity, the first of which is the ability to connect between supplier and
demander; In the second phase, in order to be able to facilitate such connectivity
and attract more participants, the platform needs to be marketed for the
resources, strengths and prospects that are available within the system. This
process has also contributed to the construction of the platform infrastructure. In
the first two phases of the development process, open is the key, the platform’s
primary task is to attract more individuals to join, in order to continuously enrich
the platform resources, to ensure the operation.
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Fig. 2.1 Platform Development Stages
In the third stage, the platform, as the organizer of the connection between
supplier and demander, need to take responsibility of accelerating the sharing
of resources and expanding the scope of business, in order to lead the market
trends and guide the internal individuals for fair competition and continuous
innovation within the platform. For the platform itself, it is also essential to
consciously establish core values that distinguish from others and occupy a
dominant and even monopolistic position in the industry.
The fourth stage of platform maturity may have achieved the ideal state, the
resources inside, the individual activities, the communication channels are highly
transparent and open, an ecological environment for free interaction is fully
constructed. The supplier and demander can accomplish self-matching and
adaptive problem solving, in order to create the best product experience jointly.
Since the cost of service and product customization is much higher than the cost
of massive production, this kind of self-adaptive service and product can efficiently
meet the needs of different user groups.
2.1.2 Platform Strategy Key Entity & Framework
When the platform is constructed, it should take the participants inside and
outside its ecosystem into consideration in order to maximize the integration and
utilization of resources.
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Fig.2.2 Platform Strategy Key Entities

As shown in Figure 2.2, according to the core resources held by different
individuals within the system, the author divides the main entities within the
platform into five groups. The main stakeholders include the demanders, the
platform itself, the suppliers, other competitor platforms, and the platform’s
partners. The demanders are the users in general, they provide their own
demands for the system, and evaluate based on whether their needs are met; the
most important function of the platform is to provide communication channels to
create interactive space for the same or different types of individuals; suppliers
are the foundation for all platforms to provide a steady stream of productivity and
marketing capital for the platform. A competitive platform is a group with similar
functions or resources to the platform itself, competing with it for customers;
and partners may have shared resources with the platform, but commonly being
supportive and expand as a whole.
The framework of the traditional platform is shown in Figure 2.3, and the platform
acts as an intermediate medium between the demander side and the supplier
side, facilitating communication and interaction between the two sides through
its own channels. Whether it is the needs from demander side, or the deliveries
from supplier side, they all have to go through the platform to complete. This kind
of platform is not ideal, either in terms of operation efficiency or infrastructure
requirements.
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Fig.2.3 Traditional Platform Framework

The innovative platform model should allow the demander side to directly
communicate with the supplier side, and the platform provides the basic rules
to ensure sustainability and efficiency. The two essential elements are: a welldesigned set of resource sharing channels, also known as swapping engines, in
which different units of resources can integrate and operate in an orderly manner;
secondly supporting services that can guarantee continuous innovation and
optimization for different stakeholders within the platform, particularly important
for the platform to survive. This transparent and open model can efficiently
accomplish the development and customization of products or services, and allow
platform itself to maintain competitive in resources accumulating process. In facing
new eras and trends, the platform may constantly broaden the business areas to
support collaborative innovation within the system.
In the platform development process, as the resources and values keep
accumulating, some participants may have overlapping areas in strategic and
professional aspects with the platform, then serve as partners for platform
providers. For platform participants, the opportunities brought by this role
changing are tremendous, meanwhile the platform is benefited for the growth of
individuals.
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Fig.2.4 Innovation Platform Framework

2.1.2 Platform Strategy Core Values
Platform is not only a strategic tool to drive innovation for enterprises, but a path of
opportunity brought by digital revolution, and a way to accelerate product creation
and iteration. The design of platform is like designing the interaction system
between the demander side and the supplier side, according to the characteristics
of the platform itself, the core of the platform strategy is summarized as follows:
2.1.2.1 Strongly Connected with The Industry
The costs and difficulty of re-creation is always huge, so the new system should
show respect to the current business logic and start with complement rather
than subversion. Therefore, in the beginning of platform strategy implementation,
it’s essential to be in accordance with the traditional design thinking and lean
entrepreneurship’s main process, that is, through research on the current
environment and target user, to find the opportunity areas to breakthrough, further
the solutions to the problem. And the diversity of demand will bring various service
entrances, so the platform should be supported by an open system. The platform
is dynamic and should be designed with attention to the behavior of the suppliers
and demanders in the current platform, a mature platform can integrate, reshape
and iterate based on the requirements.
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2.1.2.2 Being Nodes Nor Roles, Being Flexible Not Immutable
Most of the current platforms are still built on role defining, such as users,
consumers, engineers, participants, and external stakeholders, etc. An innovative
platform framework should have dynamic node settings, each node in the system
has the potential to correlate and switch to each other, in different interactions,
to maximize their respective advantages, and to prepare for the next ‘role’
conversion. As a platform, how to better support the matching and transformation
of nodes needs to be considered emphatically.
2.1.2.3 Demand Side Driven
This is the concentrated embodiment of design thinking in the platform strategy,
rather than the supplier’s resources (such as production size, production
capacity, technical complexity) serve as the restrictions in product planning and
product iteration, it is better to use the demander as the driving force of product
development, the platform will be flipped into the consumer-oriented, start with
problem solving, efficiently find the most appropriate technology and solutions with
the platform resources.
2.1.2.4 Open and Flat Channels
Way to evaluate a successful platform is not focusing on solving problems, but
the ability to connect resources. So the core of the platform building is to let the
professional team do what they are good at, make rational use of the API, and
integrate different individuals to maximize the ability. At the same time, make sure
different individuals could find a sense of belonging and security, after all the use
of the platform is not only to obtain other individual information, but also ensure
resource convenience, collaborative innovation and specific advantage.
2.1.2.5 Rational Transparent
As the operator of the platform, any new operating model and technology
trends should be synchronized to each individual and entity within the platform.
Internal competition will make some of them stronger, some of vanish, and the
contradictories generated don’t need platform to interfere, but rather create
conditions that allow free development as a driving force for innovation. This
rational transparency can give each individual a broader vision and strategic
perspective, more understanding of the larger environment to assist decisionmaking.
2.1.2.6 Guiding for Innovation
Platform thinking can accelerate the process of learning and iteration for main
stakeholders in the platform to a certain extent, because of its strong interactive
environment, the participants in the platform will not only accomplish fast
development at the individual level in order to adapt to the fierce competition,
accumulate credibility and stand out; but also get the opportunity to grow rapidly
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in the interaction with the platform organization. For example, through the
trainings, guidance process, to provide support for the evolution of their
products. Therefore, the role of the platform should not be confined to building
and maintaining operations, but more emphasis on integrating the resources
and advantages of all participants in the platform, providing a wide range of
cooperation channels and supporting services, in order to jointly explore the value
of innovation.
The core of platform strategy is not only the essential force for driving the
improvement of enterprise, but also the principles when applied in practice.
Therefore, in the design and construction of in-car third-party application platform,
a clear idea is to match the various roles and resources in the connected car
service ecosystem with the core entities of the platform strategy in order to
maximize the advantages of the platform strategy, then investigate the possible
directions for resource transferring and platform operating, summarize principles
and methods of implementing the platform strategy in the context of in-car
human-machine interaction.
2.2 In-car Third-party Application Platform Framework & Mechanism
2.2.1 In-car Third-party Application Platform Framework
The in-car third-party application platform is designed to complement the limited
service categories and iteration capability in the native in-car human-machine
interaction system, through assembling and relying on the resources and
strength of third-party developers, bring consumers more convenient and better
customization services. Therefore, to explore the implementation of platform
strategy in the in-car third-party application platform design, we should discuss
the resources and characteristics of the main stakeholders in the connected car
service ecosystem from the overall view, and match with the key entities of the
platform strategy, then analyze the advantages of the connected car service from
the consumer’s point of view, to maximize the platform’s strategic advantages.
2.2.1.1 Connected Car Ecosystem Key Stakeholders & Resources
In its 2017 automotive industry analysis, Roland Berger divided the strategic roles
in the future connected car service field into five categories based on participants’
industrial resources and major business scope:
Mobility Service providers-access to different types of mobility service
consumers for profit;
Equipment Manufacturers-unlike the current ability to maintain a complex sales
system, but to sell or rent loans to mobility service providers;
Infrastructure manufacturers-mainly emerging infrastructure, including telecom
systems, charging stations, etc., in partnership with mobility service providers;
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Equipment component manufacturers--mobility equipment hardware and
software suppliers
Infrastructure component manufacturers--nfrastructure providers that provide
technical support for data flow and connected car service companies (start-ups).

Fig. 2.5 Connected Car Ecosystem Blueprint

To analyze the ecosystem from design perspective, the author uses the concept
of interaction design dimension as the basis, in-line with the product development
supply chain, the current connected car ecosystem participants can be classified
as shown in Figure 3.2:
Users, as the main consumers of mobility services, enjoy convenience bring by
the applications of integrated in-car HMI through the car platform provided by the
vehicle manufacturer; and the telecom operators located in the operation layer
ensure the real-time connectivity of the vehicle network; the service providers are
mostly new technology companies, take over the leading position in advanced
technology, user insights, design and development capability of mobile Internet
field, have become the dominator of innovation in the service system; in the
application layer located mainly manufacturers of hardware devices, infrastructure
providers, and software design and developers, who are the primary suppliers with
high capacity for resource integration; the individuals in the hardware layer is the
tier-two suppliers, providing hardware equipment and infrastructure components,
meanwhile in the software aspect, providing high-definition maps, embedded
software solutions and data security solutions etc.
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Fig.2.6 Connected Car Ecosystem Key Stakeholders

For participants in different roles, their own resource advantages also offer
opportunities to remain competitive and expand their business scopes. In the
case of car manufactures, who control the car embedded software, are able to
achieve high integration of cars and infotainment system, and access a large
number of driving or car-related data. By improving R&D efficiency, achieving
modular platform and speeding the iteration, this group could greatly improve
competitiveness.
Ss traditional suppliers, if the component manufactures could transform into a
software and hardware integration solution provider, more ownership, product
competitiveness and market share would be obtained.
And the key to the success of tech companies is to jump out of the mobile
ecosystem, try to adapt to the in-car environment, find the business entry point,
and drive the development of the industry with the help of Internet product
development experiences.
2.2.1.2 Connected Car Services Research & Trends
The Internet development has changed people’s lifestyle, society ideology and the
concept of space, and the resources and targeted user groups in the ecosystem
are subdivided and tend to be fragmented. The trend of sharing economy has also
emerged new businesses, such as DiDi and Uber, which is to match the spare
time of private cars with the fragmentation of public transport needs, not only
increased the income of car owners and riding experiences of passengers, but
also improved the mobility efficiency and quality of service services. Therefore, the
most valuable part of the internet is not producing, but to explore the potentials of
the existing industries, and rethink in new perspectives.
The characteristics of connected services could summarized as below:
(1) Break the former pattern of information sharing and exceed to make everything
transparent;
(2) The integrated use of big data, so as to maximize the use of resources;
(3) The beehive model in connected services enables the system to self-regulate.
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As an important part of the Internet, connected car services are most related to
users’ mobility needs. As the third living space in human life, the car connects
the smart home and the smart office, and due its mobile characteristics, making
the integration with the location-based services seamlessly. The V2X topic also
pictures the ideal state of future connected car services from the technology point
of view, each vehicle acts as an intelligent data endpoint, connected to other
intelligent endpoints within the connected service system, and real-time data
sharing and control can greatly improve service quality and efficiency.
Although the roles of different stakeholders in the current system are already clear,
the business expansion of the car network and the increase in user demand also
promote the efforts of different participants to seize the dominant position. By
classifying the solutions of existing connected car services, the current status and
development trends can be summarized:
Platform alliance and resource sharing
In order to speed up the pace of development and utilize their own advantages,
one of the major ways for Internet companies to enter the automotive industry
is to cooperate with traditional OEMs and lead the establishment of an open
alliance dedicated to promoting innovation in in-car interactive technologies and
applications, such as the Intelligent Connected Automotive Industry Innovation
Alliance, IAA, OAA, Connected Car consortium and so on. OAA, for example,
is an open automotive alliance set up by Google cooperating with a number of
automakers, including GM, Honda, Audi and Hyundai, to create an innovative,
customer-driven automotive service platform for individual service users. On the
one hand, it provides a bridge for direct communication between automakers and
drivers, and on the other, it provides developers with the opportunity to create
a safe and flexible experience for users. After all, the experience of the Internet
industry, such as ‘winner-eat-all’, may not apply to the automotive industry, so
building an open-source win-win service ecosystem is the best strategy.
Expand the infotainment system through mobile phones, build the integrated
ecosystem
This is an extremely efficient way to migrate apps from your phone directly to
a larger screen in a wired or wireless manner without having to develop new
applications again, and all user data is synchronized. In addition to Apple’s
car play and Google’s Android Auto, there are a number of service providers
dominated by OEMs such as MirrorLink, Miracast, MHL, CarNet, App Link,
Livio Connect, Advanced app Mod E, etc. However, this approach also has
disadvantages, such as system version limitations, connection instability, mobile
phone power consumption, transfer delay, few customization. Strictly speaking,
this mobile phone-car interconnection solution is not the in-car application
services, but more like the function complementary of the in-car infotainment
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system, which also suggests that it is not advisable for mobile applications to be
transplanted directly into cars.
Function integration and connectivity between individuals
As the functionality of the infotainment system improves, personalized applications
and services will bring huge amounts of data and processing costs. Both the
functions and data architecture would be more integrated, that is, the infotainment
system, autonomous driving, digital clusters would all moving towards a unified
OS program. Vehicles from different OEMs, or different models in same brand,
even different users of the same vehicle are planned and managed from the
top layer. Some traditional automakers have already took the step, e.g Volvo
announced that they would launch standard Android in the next generation of
Volvo and Polestar cars, making it easier for more third-party applications to be
smoothly transferred to the vehicle and to achieve efficient information sharing
between the car and the personal devices.
2.2.1.3 In-car Third-party Application Platform Framework
Framework plays the role of defining the relationships between stakeholders and
resources, moreover the responsibilities and hierarchies within the platform, and
it is a way to describe the basic function and form of the platform. Based on
the product generation, development, use and acquisition lifecycle, this study
attempts to structure the in-car third-party application platform framework based
on platform strategy.

Fig.2.7 In-Car Third-party App Life Circle

As a commodity in the third-party application platform, the generation of each
application begins with user’s needs insights, then is the product component
definition, concrete design and development, and finally is the display in the thirdparty application platform. Users may download the app and start to use for a
while, then give evaluations accordingly. This process may not cover the entire
lifecycle of the product, but focusing only on the phases related to the application
platform.
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Fig.2.8 In-car Third-party App Platform Framework

Demand Identification & Analysis
The needs of users can be divided into experiences (including visuals, audios,
touch and mental models) [45], features, personalization and connectivity four
categories. Experience is a basic requirement from the user’s sensing and
cognition, multiple senses have direct interactions with the product; function
refers to the system setting that can accomplish the interactive task, is the most
basic attribute that should have, also determines the category and priority of the
product, etc. , and personalization refers to the match between product definition
and the user’s self-understanding, and will be optimized and adjusted accordingly
to individual preferences, the sense of personalization is booming accompanied
by the development of the Niche market, users could achieve the goal of selfrealization in this way; connectivity is the pre-condition for the operation of all
services, more open data sharing will certainly promote a more innovative service
model.
Interactive Product Components
From the point of view of in-car human-machine interaction, the attributes of
products directly related to users include their interaction interfaces, feedbacks,
interaction methods and interaction logic. Product attributes reflect the
characteristics of the application also distinguish from others. For third-party
applications, the interaction interfaces typically includes pages on a central display
screen, an instrument cluster, a HUD(head-up display), or even a mobile digital
device; interaction methods includes voice control, in-air gestures, on-screen
touch gestures and steering wheel buttons, trackpad, knob operations associated
with hardware devices; Interactive logic is closely related to the information
architecture of the whole product, defines the paths to complete each interaction
task, also decides the process of information arrangements on basis of user
learning and cognition abilities; interactive feedback generally corresponds to
the user’s sensory feelings, emphasis is placed on the instance and accuracy.
Although there are specific metrics for each attribute, they are used as a whole to
work closely with each other to help users complete each operation and task.
Product Definition and Development
Product defining and developing is an intermediate stage in connecting user
needs and product attributes, and is a key step where developers need supports
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from the platform’s infrastructure and resources most. In this process, developers
need to define their own target users, choose appropriate technologies, manage
the integration and matching of resources, then complete their own product
interaction design, testing and uploading, followings is the iteration and upgrade
work. The supports provided by platform may include, but not limited to, the
Application Development Interface (API), the development kit, the user interface
design guidelines, the development rules, application auditing regulations and
processes, as well as guides for pricing and promotion campaigns.
Product Acquisition and Assessment
This phase focuses on how applications are displayed when they are already in
the market, including the classification, filtering, evaluation, and allocating towards
all applications from a global perspective to achieve a convenient and enjoyable
experience for users. It requires the platform to support app categorization,
ranking and rewarding from operational perspective, and user-initiated search,
comments, scoring or ratings, forum discussions, etc. Through personality
recommendations, editorial selection, discount campaigns and design awards, the
services can be more personalized and be led by expected trends.
2.2.2 In-car Third-party Application Platform Mechanism
The mechanism focuses on the input, output, data and resource flow also delivery
of the platform, which defines how the platform is driven and how it works.
In the platform construction process, the designers of the platform need to
ensure that the channels within the platform plays an efficient role to support the
communication and resource transfer of individuals within the platform, and that
the infrastructure within the platform should meet the needs of individuals in the
platform to create value, and can help them to maximize their advantages and
capabilities. The infrastructure here is broad, not limited to tools or communication
protocols, and can even be activities and encouragement mechanisms.
2.2.2.1 In-car Third-party Application Platform Data Type
The data in the in-car third-party application platform can be divided into three
categories according to its source, data from the user, data from third-party
application developers, and data from the platform.
Data from the user
In pace with the process of user using the third-party application platform,
the data of users includes data provided by the user actively, e.g.application
preference and application evaluations, also from big data mining, e.g.function
initiation time, user demand. Among them, in the searching and using the
applications, users have left a trace of important reference value, combined with
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time and place, developers can further promote the performance according to
using habits and main demands under specific scenarios.
Data from third-party developers
Data from third-party developers basically concentrate on the application itself,
in addition to the basic information about the developer itself, the interactive
properties of the product, product introduction information, product download
data, product usage data and product evaluation data are included. The product’
usage data is corresponding to the user’s usage data, but originate from the
user’s behaviors. Data from developers serve as references for users when making
judgments and decisions, also as the basis for overall planning of the platform.
Data from the platform
As a provider of the infrastructure, the platform needs to build up rules and
channels for users and developers to follow and use. Therefore, the platform’s
data may consist of product trends based on application downloads, technical
documents, toolkits and design guidelines for developers, etc., plus the platform’s
classification methods, rankings, promotion activities, etc. A close loop for
enriching service resources can be achieved only when a sufficient number of
active users and listed applications already exist.
2.2.2.2 In-car Third-party Application Platform Mechanism

Fig.2.9 In-car Third-party App Platform Mechanism

Data is the basic means of production in the era of connectivity, it is the beginning
of all services and ecological itinerary, being processed by different roles in
the platform, and being reformed continuously. As shown in the figure, in the
connected car service ecosystem, in the consumption environment comprise
of third-party application platforms and demanders, the data is generated from
supplier side, goes through the platform, the users and the in-car HMI system,
formed a close loop for the ecosystem. Only the constant input of users and
developers can maintain growth and improvement.
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The data from the user is accumulated as user research materials at the
developer phase, and being displayed in form of suggestions and comments in
the platform’s evaluation system. For the users, these data are the personalized
settings gradually arise during using, and will help promoting the emergence of
new services and new applications.
Product trends are summarized by the platform, which can guide developers in
defining product features. The platform may manage to lead the trends through
editor picks, design competitions and awards. From the user’s point of view, on
the one hand these trends are derived from the application usage data or personal
preferences, on the other hand, it will also influence the user’s judgement when
choosing the application. These innovative and cutting-edge information is the
driving force behind the upgrade iteration of every application in the HMI system.
Cutting-edge technology is often closely related to the innovation ability of
developers and the utilization degree of products, serves as the most basic
development rules and supportive initiatives provided by the platform. Similar
to product trends, these entities also need to be affirmed and favored by users.
For HMI systems, a variety of cutting-edge technologies could bring numerous
possibilities for in-car interaction, and a dynamic, scenario-based personalized
system is the ideal interaction experience we could expect.
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M ethodology

3.1 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform
Framework

Fig. 3.1 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party App Platform Framework

As shown in Figure 4.1, product definition and development, product acquisition
and assessment are the first and last phases of the product lifecycle, connecting
the demander side and the supplier side, playing the role of communication
channels in the platform, and these two stages rely on the platform resources
phase most, which bring requirements for platform construction. In the connected
car ecosystem, the demander is the user who uses the connected car services,
and the suppliers includes the car companies, the technology companies,
the third-party developers and the component providers, etc., each entity has
contributed to the product delivery. The ideal platform framework is that, product
definition & development together with product acquisition & assessment phases
are accomplished within the platform, hence the organizer of the platform
should obtained the core technology, understand users more in-depth and have
strong strength in innovation aspect. In the car industry, it should be a group
that have already accumulated huge amount of resources, established mature
channels(have connection with other stakeholders frequently), hold the ability
and potentials to expand the business scope in future, in this case, OEMs have
absolute advantage.
Summary: In the automotive networking ecosystem, the most ideal platformbased third-party application platform is a highly integrated model of resources
led by OEMs and supported by other suppliers. Because at present, OEMs
have already established a close cooperation relationship with other roles in the
ecosystem, its hardware and technical foundation make it easier to integrate thirdparty applications with native in-car human-machine Interaction systems, to
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collect real-time user data in order to unify the filtering, distribution and utilization
process.
3.2 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform
Mechanism
The core of the platform strategy emphasizes openness, synergy and the
encouragement of competition, for each phase of connected car service
ecosystem mechanism, corresponding infrastructures or actions could be taken to
accelerate the data generation, circulation and sharing. As shown in the following
figure, depending on the targeted objects, the in-car third-party application
platform mechanism based on platform strategy can be divided into three main
paths:

Fig. 3.2 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party App Platform Mechanism

3.2.1 Data-driven Open-source Supplier Community
The supplier open community refers to the community that is led by the platform
and assists in the communication of third-party application developers within
the platform, in a form that is not limited to online and offline activities or forums,
but focuses more on a complete resource sharing model. This type of developer
community could enhance the platform’s potential to grow, and truly promotes
open, transparent and fair competition within the platform.
(1)There can be data sharing between different applications when defining
functions and doing backend development, which not only provides users a more
simplified and integrated user experience, but also greatly boosts new services
and new applications to emerge;
(2) Different developers can organize certain functions in pack, and build their own
development kits or data base, so that the development work can achieve quick
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docking in modules, which reduces development costs, also accelerates the
iteration pace internally;
(3) In the level of group, the developers of third-party applications can more
accurately catch the future trends, and improve rapidly in individual perspective.
It would benefit the growth and progress of the development teams, and help
integrate similar types of services.
(4) The platform can provide professional guidance and assistance to thirdparty application developers from an overall view, such as Google’s annual
IO conference for Android developers, and Apple’s WWDC summit for iOS
developers. These are precious opportunities for platforms to market their brands
and attract more participants, which would also have positive impact on users,
broadening the visions of stakeholders and leading fair competition internally.
(5) As another essential resource, the openness and sharing of design tools can
help the platform to expand brand influence. For instance, Facebook shared the
prototype tool Origami, and Airbnb proposed component-based system design
concept, which are widely acclaimed.
(6) From a social point of view, the establishment of such a community
has effectively reduced the entry threshold for third-party developers, while
encouraging open source and innovation, has also played a positive role in the
industry development and the society stability.
3.2.2 Dynamic & Connected Demander Product System
Platform strategy not only affects a single third-party application, but also
reshapes the in-car infotainment system, including the relationship with users.
The dynamic and connected demander product system requires high-integration
between third-party applications and system native applications, hence the
infotainment will adopt flat information architecture and consistent interactive logic
to create the strong bond with users.
(1) Each application will be optimized based on the user’s usage data, including
information display priority, interactive method and function initiation timing, which
aims to meet the user requirements of personality and convenience, and brings
intuitive and enjoyable service experience.
(2) The users’ profiles are shared between applications, for example, apps in
media category can speculate the preferences based on listening histories, further
implement proactive recommendations across applications, which could be taken
as an invisible customization initiative in system level;
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(3) Construct scenario-based dynamic interactive system, that is, in different
scenes and times, according to the user’s usage data, the user’s current mood
and behaviors, provide corresponding service or information recommendations,
which improves the interaction efficiency, makes the interaction system more
flexible, on the other hand, improves the application initiation rate and information
display rate;
(4) To emphasis the advantages of car connectivity, the scope of the product
system could expand to the connectivity between different cars, who could share
road conditions, traffic events and deep sensing information according to current
needs, and to enrich the variety and accuracy of connected services.
(5) Once the product system is formed, the platform could recommend new
applications proactively to users according to the user’s using habits, existing
applications, combined with platform trends, which can increase the exposure
rate and downloads of new applications, it is one of the promoting measurements
to accelerate the updating speed.
(6) In this dynamical connected product system, every user is a node in the
platform, and in some cases the node can be converted to a supplier role,
providing data for some third-party applications, such as relying on a certain
number of vehicle locations and speed data to estimate the traffic conditions on
the road.
3.2.3 Platform Support & Ecosystem Emerging
The platform should insist the principles of openness, transparency and fairness
in regular making, channel building and daily operation, and unite suppliers and
demanders to create an ecosystem that can develop sustainably.
(1) A complete evaluation system could allow users to quickly convey personal
views, while avoid vicious competition, so that to ensure the rating score can
reflect the true quality of the application, on the other hand, it is convenient for
developers to acquire key information according to the categories efficiently,
benefiting future optimization and iteration;
(2) Use rankings, editor picks and other means to highlight excellent and new
applications;
(3) Through controllable embedded advertisements, such as relating words
in search box, marked with Ads in search result list, to support niche market
targeted applications, also display the changes brought by marketing in a visual
way for developers to understand intuitively.
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(4) Assist the application to accurately find the target user group, define products
and price the products, and the platform should support the ‘free to download in
limited time’, to ensure high-quality application download volume and usage;
(5) Categorize the application and conduct official reviews for popular applications
as a reference for users to make decisions, help developers find matching
resources and competitors in the same category, which would accelerate the
communication, integration and iteration process;
(6) Set up multiple download portals within the platform, and guide users from
information priority and visuals to browse information and interact according to the
expected path, increasing the download volume and active usage of the app.
3.3 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform Design
Opportunities
Users as the demander side are the main driving force for the third-party
application platform development, therefore after clarifying the basic framework
and operation mechanism of the platform, the author focuses on the user’s
behaviors while using the platform, and tries to find the opportunity areas from
it. In essence, this is the process by which a user accepts information about
the third-party application and makes an understanding, judgment, reaction,
and purchase decision. Therefore, this section will start with the analysis of
the third-party application platform information display and communication
methods, with the help of user response framework model in the consumption
process proposed by Nathan Crilly, etc. [46], look into the information acquisition
and consumption process under the in-car context, then explore the design
opportunities based on platform strategy.
3.3.1 Third-party Application Platform Information Display & Communicating
From the current third-party application platform design cases, the information
describing the characteristics of the application is presented in the following ways:
Text
As the most common way of description, the application name, category,
summarized feature Introduction, as well as version information, user subjective
evaluation information and so on are presented in text form. If the length of
paragraph is too big, readability and conciseness would be reduced, hence the
application platform always limit the word count of each type of texts, requiring the
developers to express efficiently.
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Numbers
Users are more keen to numbers than text, generally number displays include
rankings, app versions, application size, release time, and updates. Moreover,
numbers can be used as separator to split long paragraph.
Label
Labels are keywords to describe applications, which are an UI element that
comes from real life and finds new display form in digital. They could emphasis
the app category and unique features, guiding users to actively picture the using
scenarios.
Icon
Icons are representatives of applications at the operating system level, most
developers would integrate the app category information or key features inside
through abstract artistic techniques, and express the app brand in terms of color
using or specific visual effects. It is worth noting that users have already built
mindsets for same types of services, so designers may refer to similar applications
when designing.
Screenshots
Application interface screenshots are often the most eye-catching UI elements in
app detail page, and are widely used by various third-party application platforms.
It is the closest connection to the real using experience, so always being placed
in the interface focus. Some developers would make it into a series of promotion
posters, with short and powerful slogans to assist the message communication.
App Demo Videos
Similar to the application interface screenshot, the application demo video is also
a reflection of real using scenarios, showing the key process through fast-paced
and enriched visual effects, efficiently impress the users. However, considered the
data cost requires and powerful background music, most users won’t click on the
video, but more inclined to check pictures.
App Trial
Application free trials are higher means of displaying information, and the patterns
used are often closely linked to the payment methods applied within the platform.
However, with the development of web-based front-end development technology,
the trial of application has become a new trend.
From the user’s cognitive point of view, the transmission of pictures and icons
is more efficient than the text, since users have a coherent visual thread in
information browsing, a layout designed to prioritize and combine different
information modules can successfully guide users to have a more comprehensive
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understanding of the application. Of course, at the platform level, all applications
need to adopt a unified display template, so that users can actively find what they
are looking for.
3.3.2 User Consumption Process Analysis in In-Car Scenarios
The user response framework model in the consumption process focuses on the
user’s response to the visual forms of the product from three aspects, aesthetic
impression, semantic interpretation and symbolic association in a specific
scenario, and analyzes in detail the personal characteristics, cultural influences
and situational factors that will have an impact on the user’s response.
As shown in the figure below, both stayed in the consumer environment, the
various attributes of the product are corresponding to the user’s senses, once the
user received the information, three levels of responses would be activated, which
include cognition, affect and behavior. For this process of information display,
information receiving, interpreting, judgment and action, there will be influencing
factors in each link to affect the final results.

Fig.3.3 Consumer Response Model in Consumption Context

Applying this model to the in-car third-party application platform, we can analyze
the factors that affect the user’s consumption action in the vehicle context from a
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holistic perspective. The supplier includes the developer himself and the product,
while the demander side is the user’s sensory feelings and reactions. Products
and demander side users together form the overall consumer environment.
Developers determine the product’s targeted market, use appropriate technology
and take advantage of trends, eventually deliver the products, in order to maintain
competitive, they will continue to optimize and iterate the product, hence the
impact factor here is the developer’s own development strength. For products,
each interactive attribute reflects the quality of the product, which allows the user
to make subjective judgments based on the experience. On the demander side,
it contains the user’s senses and reactions. In the in-car environment, the senses
used are mainly in visual aspect (UI elements, ambient lighting, etc.), sound aspect
(feedback sounds, voice quality, etc.), tactile aspect(vibration feedback, physical
keys, etc.) and smelling (fragrance system, environmental odor, etc.), the sensory
ability varies from person to person, different people have different information
sensitivity, at the same time, there are different preference options. And the user’s
reaction is also three kinds of depth, the first is closely related to the senses is the
user’s cognition, after receiving the information users will measure the application’s
functions, then match self-positioning with products, the overall impression of the
product will have an impact on their cognition, and determines future consumer
behaviors. The next is the impact level, product information may guide users,
change the aesthetic judgment of users, however whether users would purchase
is influenced by public opinion (product evaluation score), personal expectations
and personal interests. Therefore, the overall social trend in this link occupies a
more important position. Ultimately, when the user at the edge of the decision,
contextual factors account for the main proportion, the user’s current needs,
whether the platform has promotional activities or how the product is displayed
may become the key factor in the impact. In addition, the existence of other
similar applications in the consumption environment will bring reference value
to the user’s judgment, such as the brand impression of the application, the
attributes of similar applications, the moral of the product and the outstanding
characteristics in comparison.
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Fig.3.4 Consumer Response Model in In-car Third-party App Platform Consumption Context

When browsing the third-party application platform, the user needs to establish
the association between the application description and the actual using
scenarios, firstly interpret the introduction information provided by the developer,
then evaluate the functioning of services at the cognitive level, combined with
impact brought by current consumption environment, make the decision.
Therefore, in the design of third-party application platform, the display of
information would support users to establish the connection, if the simulation
could be closer, applications may exceed user expectations, purchase and
downloads could be promoted.
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3.3.3 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform Design
Opportunities

Fig.3.5 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform Design Opportunities

Research on the framework of third-party application platform based on platform
strategy positioned the platform into a system led by OEMs and highly integrated
with resources. The research of the mechanism clarifies the flow and connection
of data generated by different roles in the platform, and validates the core of
platform strategy driven by demander-side user data. At present, when designing
a user-oriented third-party application platform, we can follow the platform’s
operating principles, on the premise of improving the usability and user experience
of the platform, classify and coordinate the external factors that affect the user’s
decision making, and then get the design guidance of the in-car third party
application platform based on the platform strategy. As shown in the figure, the
design opportunities can be summarized as follows, in the order of interactive
design process:
Product Target Definition-User’s Personal Factors
Understanding the user is the basis of product target definition, and their high
requirements of continuous refinement and improvement also bring unlimited
opportunities for the booming of the application market. If from the user’s selfcognition point of view, infer the user judgment criteria when making decisions,
designers can more accurately meet users’ needs in design decisions.
Product Function Definition-User’s Sensory Ability and Context
The behaviors of users are the most direct expression of their sensory experience,
in order to improve the quality of service, one way is from the functional level
of the product, to increase the experience dimensions and to optimize product
attributes, another way is to add more touchpoint between product and user,
proactively present users with corresponding services when they need most.
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Product Interaction Design-Product Quality
Improving the quality of third-party applications not only requires the platform
to provide supporting resources, but also from the efforts of in-car infotainment
system, considering the using scenarios and context, how to better integrate
third-party applications with system native applications, how to reduce the
user’s learning burdens and operation efforts, how to ensure the consistency of
information architecture and interaction path in the system, these are all potential
starting points worth exploration.
Product Use and Iteration--Development Strength, Social Trend and
Judgment Reference in Environment
Applications in same category, often distinguishes each other from the interaction
details, although different third-party application developers have access to
the same platform resources, those who have clear brand identity and unique
visual styles would always leave positive impressions on the user. Creating a
fine and competitive development environment is the basic responsibility of the
platform, the directions of public opinion, development trends and life cycles of
different apps can be purposefully guided and controlled from the system level,
encouraging developers going in right direction would ensure the competitiveness
of the entire platform.
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Design could enhance the user’s sensory experience, and change user’s behaviors
through product functions and operating rules; further, it plays an important role
in connecting user and product, defines the meanings of products to users, the
values of products, experiences of services, as shown in the following figure,

Fig.4.1 Design Influence Stages

At the vision level, the design principles determine the objectives that the product
needs to achieve, at the product level, the specific form of the product is defined
by the design attribute, and at the practice level, the design method plays the role
of coordinating variables and realizing product visions.
This chapter will combine the theoretical summary in previous chapters, and
the researches in human-computer interaction and service design, following
the design principles of the vision level, then product-level design attributes, to
practice-level design methods, expound the design principles and methods of the
in-car third-party application platform based on the platform strategy. The titles of
each sections describe the design principles of the in-car third-party application
platform based on the platform strategy, and the following sub-titles are specific
to the platform’s attribute requirements, in which the sub-content contains the
specific implementation directions, design methods and focuses.
4.1 Facilitate the Diversity of Applications to Meet Multiple User Needs
4.1.1 Build Channels for Cross-application Data Exchanging
In the information revolution, data is the basic means of production, relying on a
variety of advanced technologies, can be transformed into innovative yet practical
service models. Data exchange refers to the mechanism of data connection,
sharing and synergy established between different nodes within the platform,
including between the application and application, between the developer and the
application, between the developer and the developer, between the developer and
the user, and the scope is not limited to a car, also covers the new
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opportunities brought by the car connectivity. As shown in the following figure,
in the use of connected car services, prioritize by the influence on driving safety,
the service generated data can be divided into steering wheel, pedal, gear,
accelerator and other vehicle functioning information; engine, chassis, fuel, energy
left and other automotive powertrain information; windows, air conditioning, seats,
lighting, audio and other closely related to interior hardware information; on top
of this is the continuous generation of new data in the connected car services,
such as vehicle location, driver and passenger personal profile and preferences
information, vehicle surrounding environment such as road conditions, weather,
traffic flow and other information, the top level is infotainment-related, such as
media, news, navigation, etc. Each individual in the car network will generate
and carry this data continuously during the service journey, and if each individual
user and each service could share a portion of data to the cloud to assist in the
operation of other applications or other user experiences, then an ideal form of
connected service platform is built.

Fig.4.2 Connected Car Services Data

The following figure elaborates several patterns of data sync for different
applications during using scenarios. [47] The most basic architecture, as shown
in (a), the user is surrounded by a variety of connected services, each uploads
some of the data available for sharing to the cloud, and each time a user has
a data requirement, it is directed to a specific app. At this point, there are two
kinds of feedback form (b) (c) (d), one is to return the service directly without any
reference to shared data, the other is to require the data of multiple applications to
deliver the interaction result, the third is interaction process id dominated by one
application, but requires shared data from the cloud.
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Fig.4.3 Connected Car Services Data Sync Modes

In application development, sync dimensions can be extended to the sharing of
modular data, code, and design elements. This will increase the synergy between
applications, improve development efficiency, promote the rapid iteration of
applications and the overall development of the platform.
4.1.2 Take Users’ Cognition & Operating Efforts Into Consideration
Although the characteristics of individual user vary a lot, there are still universal
design guidelines and principles that can be followed. In order to reduce the
burdens when using the platform and bring a convenient user experience,
designers need to measure the cost of interaction from the perspective of user
cognition and operation. The author will expound the specific design measures
from four aspects: user visual path, visual cognition, operating effort and
interaction method.
User Visual Path
Nowadays users have long been surrounded by a variety of digital products,
everyone can be taken as interactive experts, hence it is no longer appropriate
to engage users with exaggerated fonts and colors and force them to acquire
information, but ask them to actively find the intended content. Considered the
narrow space in car, the complexity of driving task, designers should distribute the
information display area based on the driving position and screens, further guide
users’ visual path through the interface layout. The author summarizes the specific
design methods into the following aspects:
(1) Provide focus and priority through interface layout
Hick Law [48] points out that the more choices provided to users, the longer it
takes to complete interactive tasks. So designers should provide a clear focus of
information under in each page, avoid unnecessary information or unusual layouts
distraction. When it comes to interface proportion, the larger interface elements
tend to draw users’ attention, such as pictures and titles; and in interface element
position aspect, in the driving environment, the content on top left of the screen is
easier to see and reach. When designing the layout, different information or
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functional modules can be arranged in different interface areas according to the
priority.
In the case of Tesla’s horizontal Model 3 central display screen, the standard
1280*1200px screen can be divided into the following areas:

Fig.4.4 User Visual Path-based Interface Layout Division

Since the screen is on the right side of the driver and bit lower than sterling wheel,
1, 2, 4 areas are closer to the driver and the information displayed is most likely
to be seen, followed by 3, 5, and 6. The interface design of Model 3 also takes a
layout that guides users to read from left to right, from top to bottom. 7 and 8 as
edge areas, most suitable for status bar and car hardware control bar, which are
fixed and in low priority.
(2) Guide the visual path by alignment rule
Alignment of different interface elements is an information classification initiative
that conveys not only the architectural hierarchy, but also the order how users
quickly browse the content of the page. For instance, the list, index of the list
items can be suspended aligned, allowing the user to quickly find the target item,
and similarly, the list in float window can be higher vertically than other interface
elements, which can guide the user to focus on the area, and to isolate the area
from cognition.
(3) Consistency with the logical architecture of the system
The most understandable arrangement rules are consistent with the user’s
interaction expectations, which is called affordance is that the user can clearly
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understand how to get the information they want to know. And the information
logic architecture of the system will have an impact on the user’s mental model,
the mode of operation, the appearance of new elements will also play a guiding
role for the user, unconventional interface layout will only slow down the user’s
footsteps, the patience towards the infotainment system would decline. It is worth
noting that the intersection of multiple directional lines should be avoided in the
design, which can increase the learning cost, complicate the interaction process
and affect safe driving.
User Visual Cognition
The visual effects of interface elements can convey multiple kinds of information,
including interaction hierarchy, interaction method and element status expectation,
designs which are more compatible with user cognition can reduce the user’s
learning cost and increase the usability of the product. For example, an interactive
interface element could have more deeper shadow, and color changes clearly
show the different states before, during, and after the operation. In the following
author will explain the principles in the design from three aspects: text, color, and
icon selection.
(1) Text
• When driving, reading text requires a great deal of concentration, meaning
comprehension and reaction time, so it is safer to communicate information
in the most concise language, or to use icons and pictures instead of texts as
much as possible. In particular, avoiding text scrolling cases.
• Typefaces suitable for UI are limited, and the high readability requirements in
driving environment limited the types available. As a content display application,
designers should avoid the use of special fonts in the third-party application
platform design, a few could be applied only for promotion or branding cases. It
is also important to set rules for minimum font sizes and type styles.
• Unifying the hierarchy of texts could help interface area distribution, supporting
users to quickly browse the contents. Secondly, highlighting the essential
information through font size, style, character spacing and colors.
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(2) Color
Colors could make the interface more vivid, convey elements properties and states,
and present the system hierarchy in a more intuitive way.
• The color used in the same set of interactive systems should not be too much,
designers may refer to the vehicle’s own brand system, all the brand materials
visible to users, especially the surrounding interiors, to define the color plate. At the
same time, the overall interface color contrast is also very critical, the lower contrast
will make the readability greatly reduced, the general interface color contrast
standard is minimum 7:1.
• Choose the dark mode as the interface background or large-size element, since the
bright color will be very distracting during driving, and drivers often keep the central
display screen on, in case of night or tunnels the contents could be dazzling, while
dark tones show better performance in any lightening conditions.
• Maintain uniform color usage rules throughout the user interface system, such as
avoiding interactive controls (such as buttons, drop-down forms) and non-interactive
controls (text), using the same color, which can cause confusion for users. Make
sure color usage is consistent with the user’s mental model, such as red for warning,
green for safety, yellow for attention, blue is for actionable or historical click area,
etc.

(3) Icon
Icons are graphics that contain explicit meanings [49], which are visual elements
that most efficient in information convey and easy for users to remember:
• Because the interpretation of icons is the most relevant to the user’s mental
model, it should be selected with high recognition, widely used in the industry,
and with the user’s familiar mobile device end, web end, etc., so that most
people can correctly interpret. Mark icons with text as much as possible,
reducing the mis-operation cases, but avoiding inserting text into the inside of
the icon.
• Icons should be designed with simplicity and clarity, too many details will make
the icons look scattered and increase the burdens on the user. Therefore,
shadows, gradients, and color mixes are not good design strategies, icon colors
shall be as pure as possible, and use solid color in same color scheme as the
background of the icon.
• Some icons are clickable, so whether the icons are selected should be
significantly differentiated. It is common practice to use a solid color fill or to
wrap the original icon in a circle to indicate the selected state, and use a simpler,
finer line shape to indicate unchecked state.
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User Operating Effort
Mobile devices have minimum size requirements for interactive controls, the
requirement is more strict in the in-car context to ensure the accuracy and
convenience of user operations, according to Apple’s in-car interface design
guidelines (Apple CarPlay Interface guideline), the smallest touch area should not
be less than 44*44 pixels. For the touch screen, similar to the visual priority area
division, the interface can be divided according to the user’s operational efforts.
Frequently used elements can be placed in area 1, less commonly used controls
can be placed in area 2, and area 3 is mainly for information display, not suitable
for the driver to stretch the arm to operate.

Fig.4.5 User Efforts-based Interface Layout Division

For non-touchable screens, designers should define the layout based on the
matching control hardwares, such as knobs in Mercedes-Benz E class, the page
uses a grid layout, each rotation is a move in the grid position, together with the
information architecture, clearly formed an operation map in user’s brain. There are
also mass-produced vehicles (such as Audi and BMW) that use multi-axis knobs
and touch-pads, which are handled in a similar way.
Interaction Method
In general, short and accurate ways of operation are more suitable for in-car HMI,
not only improve the overall interaction efficiency, but also to optimize the user
experience. Specific approaches are elaborated in three aspects:
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A. In the in-car environment, each task should have the main/recommended
operation method, then guide users to adopt in an appropriate way. For
example, on-screen gestures are filtered to complete different tasks, e.g. using
click instead of drag when selecting an object, and using double-click instead
of zooming when enlarging map, moreover, one-shot voice control is better
than multi-step on-screen gestures.
B. User operation as a system input, if could be dynamically predicted according
to the user’s behavior, then interaction efficiency could be improved, such as
the associative words shown on top of the keyboard or in the search list.
C. Provide feedback timely but not abundantly. Notify users of the true state of
the system, but avoid blank pages or abstract error messages, which might
result in trust loss towards the system. After all, the interaction process would
only ends after receiving the feedbacks, designers need to ensure feedbacks
won’t interfere the driving.
D. Multi-mode interaction refers to the synergy between various interaction
methods. To achieve the same function, multiple interactive methods could be
selected, but no conflicts shall occur during operation. For example, when the
driver and passenger all have access to the control of infotainment system, the
principle is that the driver have higher priority than the passenger in the car,
and the steering wheel button takes precedence over other hardware controls,
voice command, and on-screen gestures.
4.1.3 Show Respect to Diverse Individuals
A main interaction process is designed in each set of human-computer interaction
system, in order to meet the needs of most users. But some extreme scenarios or
user needs should also be considered to improve the usability of the system, and
to expand its application scope.
(1) Customization for organizations and specific industries
The users of in-car third-party application platform should not be limited to
individuals, service types could be emphasized from functional levels for enterprise
or organizations. For example, for fleets, services may focus on group travels,
schedule management, and so on, and the function of third-party application
platform will also shift from content recommendations to the management of
existing apps.
(2) Support for decision buffer
In addition to the main interaction process, considering the using patterns of some
users, such as hesitating when purchase an app, wish list or a shopping
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cart feature would allow the user making decisions later. Once triggered by
external factors, such as demand increased, or discounts on price, if added with
proper notification and recommendation, chances of these potential customers
purchasing the services would rise.
(3) Consider the cognitive abilities of specific user groups
There are individual differences in users’ personal sensory ability, and the
interpretation of information will also be influenced by cultural background,
education level and other factors. Unlike third-party applications, the platform is
not intended for Niche market products, but to face the whole demander side
of the connected car ecosystem, the design should be more inclusive and errortolerant. In the case of color selection, since blue orange blindness (inability to
distinguish blue and orange) users have the privileges to get driver’s license, if the
two types of colors have overlapping or combinations in the interface, designers
need to avoid situations where the element state or value is judged by color
rather than shape or segmentation alone. For example, instead of using red and
green circles to distinguish between online and offline states, it is better to replace
them with red circles and green rectangles. Meanwhile, in different countries and
regions same color may have different meanings, users’ perceptions towards the
color are not the same, such as red is dangerous meaning in some regions, but is
positive meaning in others. To summarize, use variety of design means to assist
the transmission of color information.
4.2 Plan User Journey with Multiple Touchpoint & Channels
4.2.1 Cloud-based & Client-based Service Collaboration
The development of the Web provides new opportunities for third-party
applications, especially for services of low-frequency usage, few customization
requirements and occasional demands. Web-based simplified version of the
application has the advantages of no download needed, instant availability,
could meet the instantaneous needs of users, also since it is loaded in real time,
therefore no user data is stored locally.
In the context of driving, since the user is in the moving space, the user demands
are generally discontinuous and incoherent. In order to increase the exposure of
new applications and increase the number of active users of third-party application
platforms, apps available within the platform may not limited to official apps that
require downloads and installations, but rather adopts the option of collaboration
between Web-based apps with official apps, and to meet the varying levels of user
demands. For example, a user wants to inquire the stock information, the housing
price around the current car position, information should be accessible instantly,
and multiple times of such process may facilitate users
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to download the official version of the app. The advantage of the official app is
that it would store user data, dynamically adjust it according to user using habits,
and automatically update through OTAs based on the iteration cycle. Gradually
the usability of the product will be more refined, and fit better with the driver’s
preferences, bring users better experience. This type of applications are mainly
oriented to frequently needed, closely related with travels, and high demand for
customizations, such as navigation and media apps.
Meanwhile, due to the advantage of Web-based apps, when browsing the thirdparty app platform, users have the opportunity to try out the official version of
the app, to simulate operations and interaction processes, and to measure the
usability and user experience through preview mode. If the user is satisfied with
the product, they may choose to download the official version of the application
directly.
4.2.2 Scenario-driven Proactive Services
If the interaction between the user and the in-car third-party application platform
is limited to the user opening the third-party app page to browse and manage
existing applications, it will greatly reduce the platform’s touchpoint with the user
and the usage frequency. Therefore, designers could try to find a breakthrough
from the overall service process, through proactively application recommendation,
multiple entrances are created for users to access the platform. The definitions
of these portals are not only closely related to the user’s own profiles, such as
already downloaded apps, app preference types, historical usage data, etc., but
are also affected by the current scenario.
When conducting a service recommendation design based on a user-scenario
model, the following points need to be noted:
(1) Actively recommendation is primarily focus on functions and present users with
simplified applications, retaining only features that could quickly put in use. At the
same time, as the entrance to the services, platform may also push information
based on trends, festivals and themed content in the parking state to attract users
for further exploration.
(2) Avoid pushing unrelated information when the user is in operation with the
system, in particular, interrupt the user’s ongoing interaction tasks, or display
completely inappropriate content.
(3) This scenario-based service recommendation will bring a dynamic information
architecture to the system, but designers need to ensure that the path to same
type of page is consistent, and all pages would follow unified switching rules. Set
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the action buttons on both the recommendation page and the third-party app
details page, which is the entry point for multiple app downloads, making it easy
for users to make quick decisions and actions.
4.2.3 Cross-device Service Ecosystem
A complete in-car third-party application system won’t completely dissociate from
the using habits and preferences established by users on the mobile internet,
but rather place higher demands on the service collaboration of in-car platform
applications and mobile applications. Google’s Android Auto and Apple’s CarPlay
have explored in this direction from the perspective of Internet companies, for
the functional modules commonly used in the driving process, the original mobile
interface elements are adapted and optimized on vehicle.
Considering that users already have a high degree of recognition for the
information architecture, interaction logic, interaction methods and interface layout
of the mobile third-party application platform, when designing the third-party
application platform in the car, designers may refer to the interaction mode that
are familiar to the current users. Of the same level of pages may use consistent
interface layout and information hierarchy, meanwhile, interface elements with
similar functions should also be unified in visuals to reduce the user’s learning
costs, few adjustments in terms of functional emphasis and interaction methods
are suggested. In driving environments, users ‘ geographic locations and
situational needs are more easily accessed and summed up by the platform,
hence the in-car third-party application platforms should be more flexible than on
the mobile side, new app recommendations should be prioritized.

Fig.4.6 Third-party Application Platform Function Emphasis

Third-party application platforms in different devices should achieve data
sync, for instance in-car third-party application platforms should enable users
to conveniently download same or similar apps based on former usage data
on mobile. While two application platforms interact, they should ensure realtime synchronization of data and avoid logical conflicts. And when the car end
application platform is in use, it should not be limited by mobile, e.g.account login,
confirmation and other operations, each application platform should be able to run
independently.
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4.3 Highly Integrated with Native In-Car HMI System
4.3.1 Cross-platform Application Ecosystem
Similar to the desktop and mobile side, for OEMs, the in-car operating system
has become the core strength in automotive competition. It plays a key role in
managing and controlling in-car hardware and software resources, supporting the
operation of all upper-level software, data connections, and HMI. As a result, its
key functions can be summarized as: managing the hardwares, softwares, and
data resources of in-car systems; control the operation of programs; network
communication and security mechanisms; and provide various forms of user
interface. As shown in Figure 5.7 below, it acts as a bridge that connects the
upper layer of software and the underlying hardware, also presents unique design
attributes.

Fig.4.7 In-car Operation System

Therefore, as the window to expand the system’s diversity and enhance the user
experience, the in-car third-party application platform shall be in deep integration
with the native vehicle system.
As shown in Figure 5.8, although it is also a carrier of user services, it is not a
simple application, but above the operating system, third-party applications
provided by it stay in same level with native applications, where each launched
application is designed to meet the needs of users.
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Fig.4.8 In-car Third-party App & System

In some cases, excellent system native applications would also be packaged
into third-party applications, on the shelves of other platforms, for users to
download and use, complete the ecological closure. In the field of mobile Internet,
for example, Google’s Calendar and Maps, among others, are on the shelves
in Apple’s App store in the form of third-party apps, and get a good amount of
downloads. From the perspective of platform strategy, this kind of initiative is also
an extension of the business.
4.3.2 User Demand-driven Flat Information Architecture
The information architecture affects the number of steps a user reaches and
completes each feature point, and in order to achieve efficient and secure incar interaction, the information hierarchy of the in-car interaction system should
be arranged from a global perspective, and the interactive steps should be
minimized. In the traditional in-car human-machine interaction system, the
application is completely independent, and the information architecture of the
system is a multi-branch tree structure according to the individual application. And
from the needs of users, the service collaboration between third-party applications
and native applications can increase the richness of services, in this mode, the
information architecture would be more dynamic and flat.
In user-driven interactive systems, all applications are integrated by category,
for instance when navigation services are initiated, basic functional modules are
provided by applications in high-priority categories, and other similar navigation
applications are supplemented as feature points. For services of the same
functional category, native apps have higher priority than third-party apps, but
third-party apps would initiate firstly if the user manually sets the priority. To sum
up, the priority of app initiation is as follows:
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Native Apps > Official Version Third-party App In Same Category > Used Webbased Third-party App > Other Third-party App In Same Category
The supplement of the feature point may focus on the push of information, for
example, in the navigation service, the destination search, route planning, POI
(point of Interest) search and the turn by turn navigation are still in scope of
native navigation application, but cases like the weather warning, the push of
the accident information, whose sources are extended to similar applications
across all platforms. Other common scenario is in media module, due to music
copyrights, if the song selected is not included in the native app, users can
acquire from other third-party apps.
Of course, a qualified human-machine interaction system should not be piling up
isolated services, but provides more integrated and connected user journey based
on the analysis of different scenarios and user behaviors. For example, based on
the current time, former using habits to predict the user’s next action, proactively
response, efficiently complete multiple tasks through continuous interactive
actions. There are many cases with this proactive interaction trait, such as
Microsoft’s Skype software, where the keyword could be extracted from the users’
conversations, meetings would be suggested, after sending out the meeting
invitations, the schedule would be added to calendar.
4.3.3 Consistent & Inheriting Interaction Attributes
Different from mobile Internet, in order to reduce the operation efforts and learning
costs, and to improve the interaction security and efficiency, all functional modules
(including third-party application platform) would follow consistent interaction
method, interface layout, interaction logic, etc. Regardless of the application
category, a design template could be applied according to the customization
needs.
The specific design method can be divided into two steps, the first is to determine
the type of interface elements, based on the way of interaction, define the layout
based on function emphasis, for operations or for information display. Arrange
interactive elements in areas where user operating efforts are lower, which is the
main operating area, while elements that are not interactive or rarely used are
placed near the starting point of the user’s visual thread, which is the main display
area.
The second step is to categorize through priority and using frequency of the
features in the app, as shown in the figure below:
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Fig.4.9 Consistent & Inheriting Interaction Attributes - - Feature Matrix

The horizontal axis defines the using frequency of each feature, more frequent
ones would be positioned on the right side; while the horizontal axis focus on the
information priority, which is measured by degree of association with the driving
task in the driving context, whether the information obtain and operation would
influence the driving safety. Depending on where the feature is distributed within
the matrix, they can be divided into three categories:
BI(Basic immediately), this type of functional point should be extremely easy to
spot and get achieved.
BE(Basic easy), this type of functionality should have simple completion steps.
BU(Basic uncomplicated), this type of functionality does not require direct
access, but the entire process should not be complex.
Take navigation app as an example, and the distribution of each feature is shown
in the following figure:
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Fig.4.10 Feature Matrix - - Navigation

For the above categories, the following principles should be followed when
designing based on the priorities of scenarios:
(1) BI level functional scenarios should have a direct way to reach or complete.
e.g. place the Mute button on top of the navigation main page, users could mute
the navigation voice guidance with one click.
(2) The operation steps for each feature should be no more than 7 steps. For
example, in navigation app, the most complex feature is to manually enter the
destination and search, in order to provide more options, designers may consider
adding a list of historical destinations and customized keyboards to the interface,
that is, providing word association based on searching data.
(3) Since the interface display area is limited, the following order shall be followed
when defining the priorities: a), BI, b) BE, c), BU. This kind of priority classification
is a cross-platform trial, for example, to allow users to use in-car infotainment
systems more intuitively and avoid switching devices (such as searching for
historical play list on the phone or change play orders), the frequently used
features should be ported to the car screen. For the lower priority information, it
doesn’t need to be in the form of notifications or obvious visual changes in the
interface to disturb the user, but can be temporarily shielded from the system
level, to ensure that important information is always the focus of the interface.
On this basis, the information architecture and interface layout of the system can
be shaped. Then the operation should also cooperate with the logic, such as
finger swiping right to go back to the previous page, which is derived from real-life
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book flipping action, is a way to offer interactive logic hints. Only the internal unity
and synergy of the interactive attributes can deliver high-quality products that
meet the expectations of users.
4.4 Build A Transparent, Open & Equitable Environment for Developers
4.4.1 Cutting-edge Development Support Setup
The resources provided by in-car third-party application platforms shall cover
the entire process of application development, and whole sets of services
should meet the developers’ needs in each phase. These resources should also
be updated on a regular base, so that developers could make corresponding
development and iterative plans consistent with the pace of development of the
platform. In order to connect these fragmented supporting resources, we can use
the service blueprint in the service system design area as a visualization tool to
sort out this advanced development supporting system:

Fig.4.11 Service System Blueprint - - Advanced Developer Supporting System

As shown in Figure 5.10, the author divides the interactions between the
developer and the platform into five levels, with the product development steps
as a logical path to organize the entire service system. In the upper physical
evidence layer, the medias for resource sharing are included, such as websites,
development tools, supporting softwares, testing tools, offline events, etc.; frontof-stage interactions are resources provided to developers directly by the platform;
and the layer in between with attendee actions is a developer-oriented experience
layer , back-of-stage interactions are aimed for supporting the front-of-stage
interactions, through correspondingly resource preparation and integration work.
The back-of-stage interactions are rely on the support processes to connect with
underlying infrastructures, which are not available internally and require external
partners or suppliers.
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The application service system clarifies the level of various methods in the
advanced development supporting system, elaborates the implementation steps
for the platform designer, and brings opportunities and requirements for further
platform enriching. It can also be presented to developers in an intuitive and
simplified way, allowing developers to find the matching resources in every stage
of product development and to hold predictable expectations in next step. It is
worth noting that the supporting system for developers is not limited to online
cases, offline activities could also promote the establishment and maintenance of
communities in developers or user, further offer face-to-face options to guide and
lead developers.
4.4.2 Branding for Third-Party Applications
Third-party application platform is like the stage of theatrical performance, which
is set for actors, circumstances and stories, however, superior aesthetic functional
requirements are needed.
To study the establishment and presentation of brands, the author starts with
the ROI model proposed by Karjalainen T M, Snelders D. [50]. As shown below,
R represents the design features that come from the brand, O is the core value
of the brand, I refers to the consumer’s interpretation towards the brand, often
related with environmental factors. The establishment of a brand is a process of
continuous improvement of brand core value, while the interpretation of banned
usually start from customer’s point of view, turn the core value into something
easy to receive and understand. The relationship between design features and
meaning updates in the continuous iteration. For designers, brand establishment
and presentation is to complete the transformation of the abstract brand core
values into vivid design features, and to turn the brand innovative items into
product attributes. In order to assist users in obtaining brand-related information,
more touchpoint need to be created in the interpretation environment. In the
third-party application platform design case, designers should help developers
build suitable display pages and tun the characteristics of products into easy-tounderstand design attributes, and enable users to obtain the key meanings.

Fig.4.12 Brand Design ROI Model
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Brand design features include name, representative symbol or icon, brand core
value, brand culture, target user group, brand positioning, brand vision, product
value and so on. For brand display, name with identifier and meanings would be
chosen, together with appealing slogan, recognizable color and style visuals,
could help distinguish from other competitors.
In general view, the design of in-car third-party application platforms should set
equal opportunities for applications across all platforms and provide space for
the presentation of their brand identity. Therefore, based in the characteristics
of applications, e.g. function category, supported technology, visual styles, a
classification of the content would be really convenient users in information
searching and browsing, not only plays a role in improving the interaction
efficiency, but also emphasize the corresponding brand attributes. For instance,
designers can place all the pixelated styles of games within the platform under the
pixel category. Moreover, the spacings between different information blocks may
guide the user’s attention to the real important content.
On the other hand, the platform can provide design or brand promotion template,
educate developers to find the core brand value, highlight the application
characteristics, and control the quality of brand designs. The platform itself also
requires brand establishment and maintenance, the attributes of the brand will
be reflected in all aspects, designers need to find a balance in having platform
characteristics while complementing other brands at the same time.
4.4.3 Platform-dominated Application Marketing
In order to ensure the quality of applications and content inside the platform, the
in-car third-party application platform should fulfill the natural law, survival of the
fittest, foster excellent-quality and new applications, providing equal exposure
opportunities for all applications.
In essence, marketing starts with the needs of consumers, on the basis of the
product meaning analysis, through the atmosphere creation, brand establishment
and other means of promotion, to achieve the sales goal. The marketing of incar third-party application platform based on platform strategy is to highlight the
characteristics of each third-party application and accelerate the matching of
users and services.
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Fig.4.13 Platform Marketing Strategy

As shown in the figure above, in the platform strategy based in-car third-party
application platform, the driving forces come from three aspects, leading the
application promotion in different directions.
Third-party application developers will actively highlight the application features,
carry out campaigns through websites, presses in the in the early stage; right
before release, they may try to attract users through pioneer test, application
booking and pre-sale activities; for users who have already downloaded or
purchased similar apps before, developers would send out emails and messages
regarding discounts or updates to maintain the potential customer group.
The public opinion driven marketing include comments and discussions in
user forums, platform communities, newsletters and evaluation reports, these
information on the one hand may help attract customers’ attention, on the other
hand also influences their judgements. Lastly the platform-driven marketing refers
to overall control on development rules, iteration directions, trends and standards
focusing on application design and user behavior; specific channels include editor
picks, promotion template creation, marketing activity auditing, etc. The platform
may also assist developers in building up business models, integrating promotions
with platform-level discount campaigns and advertisements during category
searching.
As the resource integrator and the operation rule maker, the platform take the
responsibility in controlling the directions and influences of marketing driven by
developers and public opinions, to ensure fair competition.
As shown in the following figure, platform-driven application marketing methods
can be divided into four categories: guidance, rules, application support and
business campaign. Guidance is aimed at influencing the user’s judgments both
internally and externally, defining and guiding the direction of public opinions
according to product trends and platform values, and helping the public to
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establish a evaluation system from a more objective point of view. Rules, on the
other hand, focuses on the implementation of specific marketing content and
methods, through unified templates and display opportunities, to bring users an
inherited experience. Application support is to foster new applications or help
weak strength developers from the bottom, create opportunities for them to
present their products, increase touchpoint with the potential users, and provide
visualization tools to track sales data and evaluate marketing results in real time.
Business campaign means based on the marketing theories, choosing suitable
measurements to increase the sales, which might more related with innovative
business models, e.g. subscription plans and purchase as a package.

Fig.4.14 Platform-dominated Application Promotion
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V
Design Practice &
Evaluation
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D esign Practice & Evaluation

As the last stage in DRM (Design Research Methodology) framework-Descriptive
Study II will design a showcase based on the theoretical output summarized in
previous chapters, a high-fidelity design prototype is delivered, and on this basis,
communicate with experts in related fields, their subjective feedbacks, comments
and suggestion will play a supporting and complementary role for the research
results in this study.

Fig.5.1 Hi-fi Design Demo Presentation

5.1 Hi-fi Design Demo
In order to verify the definition, design methods and principles of the platform
strategy based third-party application platform led by OEMs, based on the
previous design experience of the in-car infotainment system, combined with the
current design trend in connected car services, the author attempted to finish the
design of in-car HMI system aiming for 2020, key interfaces of the infotainment
system are delivered, more focusing on the third-party applications. The target
consumer group is young Chinese users who are passionate for new things and
use connected services frequently.
In this section, the author will follow the elaboration process of design starting
points in the previous part, in the order of, product target definition, product
function definition, product interaction design and product use and iteration, to
connect the showcase design features with the principles and methods.
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5.1.1 Product Definition
(1) Data-connected App

Fig.5.2 Design Practice Showcase - - Location-based Accounting App

As shown in Figure 6.4, the author defines a finance management application
based on the user’s consumption geographic location, a consumption map can be
formed on a selected time period. Compared with traditional finance management
tools, this application enables data transfer between mobile payment services and
location services, adding position attribute to user consumption behaviors.
(2) UI Layout & Interaction Design
In this design showcase, the author selects a horizontal screen in order to bring
convenient operation and immersive experience. This choice is also influenced by
industry trends, more and more entities would apply the standard Web interface
size to the cars. The overall layout design has referred the patterns in Web design,
from users’ visual path and operation efforts perspectives, several round of
attempts have been tested.
Considering that the platform strategy bases in-car third-party application platform
would emphasis on information recommendations, the author chooses to define
two modes of display, resident and dynamic, as shown in Fig. 6.5 (a). On top of
the page located the status bar/navigation bar, mainly display resident information
like system time, account, internet connection, etc. The navigation bar is fixed,
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stay consistent in various interfaces. On the left side of the page is the dynamic
information display area in the form of waterfall flow, which is not only convenient
for users to browse efficiently, also the operation efforts is lower. The right side
is the detail information display area, which is linked to the card selected by the
user on the left, since this area is the starting point for visual path, users could
obtain the essentials conveniently. Notifications and warning messages would
also appear in the flow on left, in the form of widgets, different colors are used to
distinguish the degree of urgency.

Fig.5.3 Design Practice Showcase - - Interface Layout

The environment of driving is complex, the lightning and other external
environmental factors will affect the readability, hence the surface will automatically
switch the night and day mode according to the car light sensor data, and on this
basis to adjust the screen brightness, to bring the best information acquisition
experience.
In this design practice, interface gestures used include one finger swiping,
pinching(mainly for map zooming), one finger clicking and one finger dragging (for
map surface), these gestures have high interaction efficiency but low accuracy
requirements. In particular, one finger swiping could be achieved easily without
starring at the screen, it could be applied to frequently used functions, such as
returning to previous page. The gesture operation direction shall stay consistent
with the information architecture and interaction logic, making it easier for users to
understand and to learn.

Fig.5.4 Design Practice Showcase - - Daytime & Night Time Map Design
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(3) System Status Indicator & Notification Design

Fig.5.5 Design Practice Showcase - - Immersive Navigation View

To reduce the user’s interaction efforts, interfaces are simplified during driving
compared when parking state, take the navigation page as example: considering
that the frequency of controlling interface is very low in the driving situation, there
would be operation state and cruise state for the navigation application page. That
is, when the vehicle is parked or in ultra-low speed, the interface is in operating
state, the system will show all elements and functions, as well as recommended
services and information for users to quickly browse and choose. While in driving,
the interface would enter cruising state, many functional controls are hidden,
similar to the phone’s screen state, showing only essential information related to
driving(such as map, lane guidance and turn by turn guidance, etc.). But once
the user touches the interface, the cruise state is automatically converted to the
operating state. The notification pop-up is more gentle, following a card with text
and image would be presented, which can arouse the user’s attention in time but
won’t affect the driving safety.
5.1.2 Product Feature Design
(1) Web-based Light-app
As shown in Figure 6.8, Web-based third-party apps allow users to enter preview
mode before making the decision, through real interaction scenarios to establish a
link between user requirements and expectations. The preview mode layout stays
the same with the app initiation page, all the interface elements, content, and
operations are aligned with the official app. The only difference is that a fixed float
bar would stay at the top, in addition to reminding the users that they are
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still in preview mode, there’s a shortcut for quick download, which is highlighted
compared with ‘exit preview’ button. When the user clicks on the float bar, they
would return back to the app detail page.

Fig.5.6 Design Practice Showcase - - In-Car Third-party App Preview Mode

(2) Scenario-based App Recommendation
The design showcase also simulates the proactive service recommendation and
initiation when the car get just started, according to the previous using data and
platform-level big data analysis.
The image shown below is the main page of the system, generated based on
current scenarios and serve as the default view when initiated. The system would
continuously learn and make adjustments in the process of using. Navigation is
the app most users choose in the beginning of their trip, hence the map has taken
up full screen as the background. Similarly, another most frequently used media
app would also be shown on the main page in form of widget, album picture as
backplate making the card more eye-catching, some key controls(previous, play/
stop, next) are placed are on top serving as shortcuts.
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Fig.5.7 Design Practice Showcase - - Scenario-based Service Recommendation

(3) Connection with the phone
By referring to the service records that users downloaded and used on the
mobile side, the third-party application platform on the car side will recommend
similar applications. There will be inherited interaction attributes, such as page
layout, visual styles and targeted features, for the same app on two devices.
Take the example shown below, a finance management tool designed to
record consumptions and invest, would push consumption notifications and
product recommendations on both sides in similar forms on basis of platform
characteristics. The products have realized independent operation with data
synchronization, without the need for users to carry out cross-platform controls.
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Fig.5.8 Design Practice Showcase - - Cross-Platform Finance App
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5.1.3 Product Interaction Design
(1) Flat Information Architecture

Fig.5.9 Design Practice Showcase - - Flat Information Architecture

To achieve lower learning efforts for users, while improving the efficiency of
entering each page, the information architecture refers the switching logic in the
Web browser, where different levels of the pages are piled up, users can easily
swipe back to the previous step.

Fig.6.12 Design Practice Showcase - - System View
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As shown in Figure 6.12 above, when the car is turned on, the automatically
loaded main page would op up, any interactions inside the app widget, whether
system native app or third-party app, would enter the app views. In case that the
main page doesn’t include services users need, a swipe-right gesture can call out
the system view, with service category bar shown on the left side. The in-car thirdparty application platform is also one of the options in the system page, which is
also the main entrance for it. Background of the system view is the app page user
already initiated, the highlighted icon indicates which service activity is on-going,
consistent with the launcher component in Web browser. Any service category,
or we call function module, the user selects on the left bar would instantly active
applications inside this category, providing integrated information and features.
(2) Synergy between same category apps

Fig.5.10 Design Practice Showcase - - App Synergy

Take the navigation function module as an example, the navigation widget
consists of three parts, destination search, navigation setting, and reminder/
warning information. Sources of these services come from all navigation category
applications, work together to display the most essentials by following an agreed
prioritization strategy.
Destination search is the starting point for navigation service, which takes a larger
area inside the widget. On top is the search box for key word searching, right
below marked in bright icons are POIs(Point of Interest), which include home,
work, saved locations and fuel stations. The list in deeper color background is
consist of searching histories, places the users might visit again, providing a more
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efficient way to select. Settings for each app are located inside the apps instead
of a combination settings group in system level, considered that the customization
idea always comes up during using, a unified template would be more direct and
convenient to do the adjustments instantly. The pop-ups below include warnings
for extreme terrible weathers, restriction information, traffic jams etc, with high
contrast color as background to quickly draw users’ attentions.
(3) Consistent Interaction Template
Taking the main page of a third-party application as an example, the author meant
to show the method of applying unified interaction template. Check the interface
screenshot below, the left side is for message browsing in form of waterfall flow,
since this is a financial management app, the module are consist of consumption
details, recommended investment products, etc. The right side is more suitable for
information display, hence visualized account positions, interests, trading records
and volumes are shown.

Fig.5.11 Design Practice Showcase - - Design Template Design
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5.1.4 Product Obtain & Evaluation
(1) Function Category-based Platform Main Page

Fig.5.12 Design Practice Showcase - - Category-based App Platform Main View

The main page of the platform is also the main stage for the display of third-party
applications, a more structured interface layout would be convenient for users to
browse the content at a glance, quickly find their interested parts.
On top of the page is the navigation bar, logged account avatar is shown on the
left, different categories of apps are listed horizontally. The left side presented
users with recommended apps in form of cards, which are related with user
preferences, connected service usage habits, and current trends, each with a
themed graphic as the background and a caption to display the app category and
name. When the user’s finger hovers (holds upon) on a card, the card would zoom
bigger, through this subtle feedback to assist the user in viewing the information.
The right side is the main display area, which is divided into rankings, special offers
and my application three sections.The rankings and special offers are also in the
form of cards, using icons with app branding features to attract users and list only
the most critical information.
(2) App Detail Page Design
Once the user clicks on an app recommendation or an app card on the home
page, he/she would enter the third-party app detail page. When the two pages
are switched, there will be an inherited transition to help the user understand the
hierarchy. Check the screenshot below in Fig. 6.16, the previous card
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background image would settle to the bottom as banner, and the introduction of
the application, labels, ratings are listed below. Labels can be used as keywords
in app searching scenario, meanwhile it can help users quickly build a stereo
impression of the third-party app in the car. Two action buttons are also placed
closer to the driver side, and the “Download Now” button is stresses visually to
guide users in clicking. On the right side are screenshots and detail informations,
e.g. comments and developer profiles. Since screenshots are of a more intuitive
criterion, they occupy a larger space in a more visible position on the screen. The
screenshot on the very right side is segmented by the interface boundary guides
user to browse horizontally. The overall score of the application with a larger font
size to highlight the information, moreover the blue color indicates that these
elements could be clicked on.

Fig. 5.13 Design Practice Showcase - - In-car Third-party App Detail View

(3) App Promotion In Platform
In the application search page, the author has tried a variety of platform-driven
marketing methods, on the left side of the page, key words or popular applications
are recommended; in the search results display area on the right, apps in editor
picks would appear at the top, interspersed with a number of new applications
that have taken part in the promotion program, to increase the exposure rate.
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Fig.5.14 Design Practice Showcase - - Search Result View

5.2 Expert Feedback Summarization
The author has summarize the feedbacks and comments from experts in order of
the theoretical outputs.
5.2.1 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform Definition
The platform strategy based in-car third-party application platform is built and
operated by the OEMs (vehicle manufacturers), with the help of its mature
collaboration channels with other suppliers, technical capabilities and future
trends, highly integrate the third-party application platform and in-car infotainment
system, which is driven by user needs and data, and aims to create an open,
transparent and fair development environment for developers.
OEMs that are highly rely on suppliers
OEMs indeed have advantage in dominating the in-car third-party application
platform, since they already played the role of integrator, more convenient to
integrate the platform and the entire operating system. Also now very few existing
applications are included in the car, more services would bring great benefits for
vehicle manufacturers.
On the other hand, for OEMs, whether it is the development of third-party
connected car services, or the development of vehicle interaction systems, rely
on suppliers in great deal. Take the music service as an example, one vendor is
responsible for bundling and activating different apps depending on the situation,
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typically according to the priority of the library.
The cost of building in-car third-party application platforms is extremely high,
Google announced the deployment of Google Play onto cars at the I/O conference
in 2018, with the goal of a seamless migration of mobile Android applications.
However, this only depends on the interface element responsive design to adapt
to the screen approach may not guarantee the user’s interactive experience, also
concerns regarding data security can’t be ignored.
Giants cooperation strategy
Platform assigned alone to the OEM may not be the best way, a variety of
participants in the deep cooperation can better achieve resource integration and
technology complementary advantages. Now the cooperation between OEMs
and Internet companies is very frequent, such as the Zebra jointly set up by SAIC
and Ali, focusing on the connected car experience, providing in-car infotainment
system solutions for the SAIC Rongwei series and Peugeot Citroen. Changan and
Tencent announced the establishment of a smart car-connected open platform,
aimed tp maximizing the strengths in content ecosystem and core computing
capabilities on both sides.
Baidu’s Apollo Autopilot computing platform, also has a number of OEMs
hardware and interface support, this development model and planning will
accelerate the landing and mass production of products.
This kind of traditional enterprise and Internet enterprise cooperation way also
needs to gradually grind in practice, in addition to the work perception and
method differences, the R&D plan and the working pace differences become the
core risk. Since the long development cycle and huge costs would have conflict
with Internet companies’ fast iteration strategy.
5.2.2 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform Framework
& Mechanism
The framework and mechanism of platform strategy based in-car third-party
application platform draw on the key entities of platform strategy and core value,
emphasis on the coordination of resources, the construction of channels and
the creation of competitive environment. It explores the appropriate ways of data
collection, sharing and use in the connected car service ecosystem, as well as
the infrastructure and supports that the platform needs to provide from a product
lifecycle perspective.
Different from mobile platform, lots of services or data are totally free, while in the
car service fee is required in accordance with the number of vehicles sold. If any
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data transfer is needed between two apps, product owners need to make sure
the they have been authorized, or data provided by one content provider need to
be stripped out, which has a significant impact on the function implementation. In
case of navigation app, users are able to check the availability of charging pilots in
specific stations for free on mobile phones, data of which is provided by content
provider, but an additional annual fee would recharged at the car end to invoke
this data.
Developers of different in-car third-party applications will proactively establish
communication channels when their work intersects or need combined
developing. Even sometimes in-car third-party applications have requirements for
the in-car hardware data, for instance an air-quality detecting application, which
requires collecting data from the car interior sensor, the process of obtaining this
interface is complicated.
5.2.3 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform Design
Opportunities
Since the core of the platform strategy emphasizes the driven force of the
platform, users’ data, to accelerate the development process, the starting points
of platform strategy in-car third-party application platform design correspond to
the influence factors of user and platform interaction.
The overall logic is based on the order of product target positioning, product
feature definition, product interaction design and product usage/iteration, which
points out the directions for the in-car third-party application platform design.
Product Target Positioning
Indeed currently there are very few third-party applications in-car platform,
transferring existing connected services to the car is a major task for developers.
Hence, there is a real need for design principles to guide developers how to
produce more suitable for use in the car applications, and to achieve the goal of
conquering the market.
Product Function Definition
It’s an innovative point of view to make design decisions from users’ sensory
abilities, in addition to the users’ own preferences and contextual factors, some
other environmental factors can be included in the interactive system as well, such
as acceleration feeling, fragrance, sunlight brightness, air quality and so on.
Product Interaction Design
The interaction attributes of the product are indeed the most critical design
starting point, and the quality of each third-party application reflects the quality
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and management capabilities of the platform. The current chaos in Android
markets, for example, will inevitably affect users ‘ impressions upon the entire
operating system.
Product Use & Iteration
This phase is really discussed in third-party application design, but with the
acceleration of product iterations and the emerging of mini-programs based on
Web, designers should indeed find more breakthroughs in the lifecycle of thirdparty applications.
6.2.4 Platform Strategy-based In-car Third-party Application Platform Design
Principles & Methods
The design principles and methods of platform strategy based in-car third-party
application platform start from the product vision, put forward the requirements
for the design, and then subdivide each vision into the attributes of the product,
each of which describes the aspects and specific design methods that need to be
taken into consideration.
Facilitate the Diversity of Applications to Meet Multiple User Needs
Expecting the in-car third-party application platform to evolve to the maturity of the
mobile one is a common vision for both users, industry experts and developers.
Some of the most critical feature points include: a sufficient number of applications
within the platform to meet different preferences for users; fast update rate, new
versions and incremental packages that can be downloaded and used timely,
and more freedom of design, with more innovative forms of display while ensuring
security and system hardware adaption; most apps can be downloaded for free,
little payment could be accepted, rather than a high annual service charge. Mobile
app experience has always been the main competitor of in-car infotainment
system, at present, most users choose to use mobile phone applications in the car
to meet service needs, especially the use of mobile navigation products instead
of car original navigation, which require both designers and product owners to
reflect.
Seen from the current development pattern, the major Internet companies all
have strengths and advantages in different areas, acting as countervailing forces
for each other. So to achieve cross-application data interoperability needs the
industry’s mutual tolerance and joint efforts, from the interests of users to work
together and build good products.
Plan User Journey with Multiple Touchpoint & Channels
From the interview results, the number of active third-party applications users in
the vehicle is extremely low, on the one hand, few demands are required during
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driving, on the other hand very limited function features are included in current
products. For example, the WeChat app on all automakers now only supports
sending location information to car navigation, although this is not the most
important function in mobile WeChat, but in the car environment it’s core social
connection function will bring high risks for driving safety, applications would be
blamed in case of accidents.
Therefore, this scenario based application push feature is quite ideal, insufficient
amount of data may result in a lack of precision. Consider adding the concept of
intelligent interaction, that is, relying on the in-car voice assistant to proactively ask
the user, get the user’s preference data to achieve a more accurate response that
meet with expectations. Web-based light apps are innovative and compatible with
in-car usage scenarios, but still this open-minded strategy may have hidden risks.
Highly Integrated with Native In-Car HMI System
This highly integrated model requires OEMs to make system-level adjustments,
some key data and controls need to be firmly held in the hands of OEMs, and the
resources open to third-party application developers are better be packaged data
and tools to ensure the security of the system.
For third-party application developers, currently the development for each car
brand requires deep combination with the system, one is because the operating
system is not the same, secondly each OEM has its own customization
requirements, requires visual consistency inside the system. Third-party
applications also need to adjust the refresh frequency and application performance
to match the memory capacity of the car, because the native applications on the
car have taken up lots of the memory and computation capability in the car. In
addition, the account interoperability of third-party applications is also challenging,
how to smoothly transfer the user’s data and operating status (especially
appointment, payment information, etc.) between different applications, OEMs
are demanded to do a good job in building intermediate media to support the
information sharing.
Build A Transparent, Open & Equitable Environment for Developers
Platform-driven marketing is part of platform management, which is worth
advocating. But from a developer’s point of view, this is more like a profitable
means of the platform, if the effect is significant and the price is reasonable, then
it’s willing to try.
When it comes to brands, the current interface design very little space for
developers to play, now the working mode is generally to adjust in accordance
with the system’s interactive template, transfer the main functions, and icons,
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interface element sizes and colors all have very strict rule to follow.
Design Practice Case Evaluation
Due to the concerns on the security of personal data and the higher probability
of leakage from in-app data interoperability, experts generally hold suspicious
attitude towards the data sharing. Similarly for scenario-based proactive service
recommendation, while bringing great convenience and more efficient interaction
processes, are questionable in their accuracy and customization. Interview
participants have high expectations and requirements for the system’s information
architecture, interface layout and interaction template. The unified design layout
and interaction logic in this design showcase reduced the learning and actual
operation efforts, and the use of content-out strategy equipped the in-car third
party application platform with more contents and functions, meet their exceptions
to browse and get updates on a regular basis. But since the current users haven’t
formed the habits yet, so the using scenarios need to be carefully discussed.
The development cost for Web-based mini program is lower, in line with the daily
needs of users, achieved a high degree of satisfaction.
To sum up, when implementing platform strategy, full account of the current
industry situation and the more mature R&D model should be taken. As
a traditional industry, automotive HMI resources sharing channels are still
relatively closed, one is from the safety and quality assurance considerations,
another is the development restrictions. But definitely, this integrated, efficient,
crowdsourcing approach to service delivery is the trend for the future, also the
direction practitioners are exerting. It is more urgent for OEMs to refer to the
Agile development model of rapid iteration in Internet companies [52] to improve
iteration efficiency and to adopt operating systems with higher openness and
lower development costs.
At the same time driving safety is still the most essential premise, with the assist
driving and autonomous driving technology booming today, data related to driving
should be protected particularly through one-way encryption. In planning the
platform strategy based in-car third-party application platform, we should also
take into account the industry impact caused by a variety of new business models
and technology developments, every change may bring new opportunities, so it is
very important to grasp the principle of flexibility and compliance with the trend.
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C onclusions & Discussion
6.1 Conclusions

In this paper, the feasibility and effectiveness of applying platform strategy to
in-car third-party application platform design are discussed, also the definition,
framework and mechanism of the platform strategy based in-car third-party
application platform are proposed according to the platform strategy core values
and connected car service characteristics, together the author have summarized
specific design principles and methods combined with interaction design theories
and the previous project experience.
Firstly, the author analyzes the definition and implemented fields of platform
strategy through literature review, combined with the current industry situation and
trend researches, defines the research focus onto the implementation principles
and methods in designing platform strategy based in-car third-party application
platform design. In the Descriptive Study I stage, the development process and
basic entities of the platform strategy are deeply analyzed, and the core values of
the platform strategy are summed up with reference to relevant research theories
and industry reports: strongly connected with industry; being nodes not rules,
being flexible not immutable; demand side driven; open & flat channels; rational
transparent; guiding for innovation. Then the author studies and expounds the
main stakeholders of the connected car service ecosystem together with their
resource advantages, the ecological mechanism of the connected car service,
then matches them with the platform strategy key entities and the core values, to
deliver the framework and mechanism of platform strategy based in-car third-party
application platform. This is not only a deep analysis of the resources, roles and
operating forms within the platform, but also defines the basic pattern of the in-car
third-party application platform. In order to summarize the design principles and
methods with strong execution and validity, the author analyzes the process of
user information acquisition and consumption in the in-car context with the help of
the user response framework model in the consumption process, and explores the
design starting points of the platform strategy based in-car third-party application
platform, respectively, focusing on the product target definition, product function
definition, product interaction design and product use and iteration, the four key
stages of application lifecycle. In the Prescriptive Study part, the author takes into
account the key values of the three main roles in the platform, and expounds the
design principles and methods in three levels, vision, product and practice. The
product vision defines the design principles of the platform strategy based in-car
third-party application platform, and according to each principle, set the specific
design brief in the product attribute level, each of which covers specific methods.
In the Descriptive Study II, through a high-
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fidelity design showcase, the author talks with experts in this field, and refines
the study outputs based on their suggestions and evaluations, aiming to provide
references for the researchers and practitioners of the platform strategy, also bring
inspirations for In-Car HMI designers.
6.2 Study Limitations
Although this study has already delivered some theoretical outputs, many topics
need to be explored further in-depth, discuss briefly in the following:
Research Clarification
As there are few academic studies on the design of in-car third-party application
platform, the author’s elaboration of this part is more from the real design
cases, industry articles and trend analysis reports, which will inevitably being
unprofessional due to lack of persuasion.
Descriptive Study I
In the descriptive study part, the author matches the key entities in platform
strategy and the in-car third-party application platform design, and the correlations
and differences between business strategy and design strategy are not discussed.
Prescriptive Study
Since the author has a better understanding on the design part of the in-car
infotainment system, the design part in applying platform strategy onto in-car
third-party application platform is more detailed, meanwhile, the exposition
oriented to the developer or marketing is in a relatively shallow degree.

Descriptive Study II
In the one-to-one in-depth interview the author practiced, due to time limit, the
number of participants didn’t reach a scale that data analysis can be carried
out. Only the summarization of subjective feedbacks are offered to support the
optimization of theoretical deliveries, and the misunderstandings may not being
avoided. In terms of design practice, more attention has been paid to the design
principles and methods of in-car third-party application platforms from the user’s
point of view, without the collaboration from the supplier side and the demander
side to achieve a more complete study.
6.3 Future Works
The research background of this study is the driving context in current and near
future, focusing on the design expectations of platform strategy based in-car thirdparty application platforms, as well as potential solutions. No doubt that with the
increasing maturity of autonomous driving technology, new types of connected car
services and new ideas for platform design would be brought accordingly. In
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addition, the author has very limited understandings towards the current industry
working process and methods, based on the enlightenment during interviews, the
potential directions for future works are summarized as follows:
(1) Explore new requirements for the design of platform strategy based in-car
third-party application platforms in the context of autonomous driving or semiautonomous driving, and verify the usability of the current proposed research
theories;
(2) On basis of the design principles and methods proposed, work on a more
comprehensive infotainment system and third-party developer supporting system
design, also engage more users to join the testing.
(3) By referring to the developing trends of business models in the automotive
industry, explore the concrete methods of coordinating the various roles in the
ecosystem of connected car services.
(4) Discuss how to balance the flexibility and stability of UI design in the incar infotainment system, that is, to focus on context-driven customization and
consistent function-oriented layout collaboration methodology.
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